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Wer keine eigene Luftwaffe hat, 'bekommt' leicht die Luftwaffe eines anderen Staates. Die kostet zwar kein Geld, dafür
Freiheit!

mns
08.10.2021

Initiative «Stopp
F-35!» ungültig?

Namhafte Juristen vertreten die Ansicht, dass Artikel 2 des Initiativtextes «Das Armeebudget wird entsprechend
angepasst» auch den Kauf eines alternativen Modells nicht ermöglichen würde und der von den Initianten gewählte
Initiativtext auch das Prinzip der Einheit der Materie verletze. Letzteres müsste eigentlich mindestens zu einer teilweisen
Ungültigkeitserklärung führen. Wann endlich nimmt sich unsere Bundespolitik dieser Frage an?

blick.ch
07.10.2021

Kampfjet F-35
unter Friendly Fire
Rückenschuss
Nun kritisiert auch
Schweizer
Militärbibel den
US Jet

Auch wenn Verteidigungsministerin Viola Amherd (59) den Kaufentscheid für die F-35 unermüdlich verteidigt – der USTarnkappenjet bleibt selbst in den eigenen Reihen umstritten. Auch Peter Schneider, Chefredaktor der Allgemeinen
Schweizerischen Militärzeitschrift (ASMZ), stellt den Kaufentscheid infrage. Dabei steht die von der Offiziersgesellschaft
herausgegebene Fachzeitschrift nicht im Ruf, armeekritisch zu sein. Und dennoch äussert Chefredaktor Schneider
deutliche Kritik.

Amherd zur
Kampfjet-Initiative

«Entweder die F-35 – oder gar kein Jet»

tamedia.ch
06.10.2021

(Vollständiger Bericht abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/politik/rueckenschuss-aus-den-eigenen-reihen-jetzt-kritisiert-auch-schweizer-militaer-bibel-den-kampfjet-f35-id16890010.html)

Die Verteidigungsministerin warnt im Interview: Haben die Gegner Erfolg an der Urne, werde die Schweiz ohne
Kampfflugzeug dastehen.
(Vollständiges Interview abrufbar im Anhang zu diesem NACHBRENNER-Versandmail)

bulletin-1.ch
Dr. Peter Forster
06.10.2021

Amherd zur
Kampfjet-Initiative
tamedia.chz
Mit Kommentar
von Dr. Peter
Forster

Amherd zum F-35: Glasklare Evaluation - 06.10.2021
Amherd zum F-35 – Einblick in alle Systeme - 06.10.2021
Amherd zum F-35 – Alles oder nichts - 06.10.2021
(Abrufbar unter: bulletin-1.ch)
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sog.ch
06.10.2021

«Der F-35 ist der
richtige Kampfjet»

Der neue Präsident der Schweizerischen Offiziersgesellschaft bezieht im Interview Position.
(Vollständiges Interview abrufbar unter:
https://sog.ch/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/20211006_Thurgauer_Zeitung_Interview-D-Knill.pdf)

ruag.ch
06.10.2021

RUAG und
Raytheon
Technologies
werden Partner
bei der
Beschaffung des
PatriotFlugabwehrsystem
s der Schweiz

Nachdem sich der Bundesrat Ende Juni für die Beschaffung des Patriot™ Systems des US-Herstellers Raytheon
Technologies im Rahmen der bodengestützten Luftverteidigung grösserer Reichweite (BODLUV GR) entschieden hatte,
hat nun ein erstes persönliches Treffen zwischen dem Präsident von Raytheon und dem CEO von RUAG, Wes Kremer
und Andreas Berger, in der Schweiz stattgefunden. Neben der Unterzeichnung einer Absichtserklärung für eine künftige
Zusammenarbeit lag der Schwerpunkt der Gespräche auf der Erarbeitung gemeinsamer Projekte. Bereits zu Beginn des
Ausschreibungsverfahrens für das neue BODLUV-System war RUAG als Material-Kompetenzzentrum bestimmt worden
und übernimmt damit einen wichtigen Teil der Verantwortung für das Life Cycle Management der Patriot-Systeme für
die Schweizer Armee.
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.ruag.ch/de/ruag-und-raytheon-technologies-werden-partner-bei-der-beschaffung-des-patriot-flugabwehrsystemsder-schweiz)

blick.ch
06.10.2021

Der Armee droht
das nächste
BeschaffungsDebakel

Am einen Standort verzögert sich das neue Flugfunk-Bodensystem. Am anderen wird es gleich sistiert. Die
Verzögerungen und Mehrkosten haben viele Gründe. Die meisten sind hausgemacht.
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/politik/verzoegerungen-und-mehrkosten-der-armee-droht-das-naechste-beschaffungs-debakelid16889162.html)
(Ergänzender registrierpflichtiger Artikel nzz.ch vom 07.10.2021 abrufbar unter:
https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/verzoegerung-beim-neuen-flugfunk-bodensystem-weil-die-armee-zu-wenig-personal-hat-ld.1649100)

tagesanzeiger.ch
05.10.2021

Entweder der F-35
– oder gar kein Jet

Die Verteidigungsministerin warnt im Interview: Haben die Gegner Erfolg an der Urne, werde die Schweiz ohne
Kampfflugzeug dastehen.
(Vollständiges Interview abrufbar unter:
https://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/entweder-der-f-35-oder-gar-kein-jet-579692684716)
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nzz.ch
04.10.2021

F-35
ist die logische
Wahl

Herr Schärer scheint die Hintergründe der Typenwahl nicht zu kennen oder zu ignorieren (Leserbrief 29. 9. 21). Der
F-35 ist sicher nicht die persönliche Wahl von Frau Amherd, ihr Entscheid ist die logische Schlussfolgerung einer
professionellen Evaluation. Aus dieser ist der F-35 eindeutig, sowohl hinsichtlich Effizienz als auch Kosten, als beste
Lösung hervorgegangen. Jede andere Wahl hätte dem Prinzip des Verfahrens widersprochen und wäre bestimmt von
den gleichen Gruppierungen wieder entsprechend bekämpft und kritisiert worden. Herr Schärers Hinweis auf das
Wissen um die zu erwartende Volksinitiative seitens der Gegner mag stimmen, aber diese Initiative wäre bei jedem
anderen Typ ebenso gekommen, mit anderen technischen Spitzfindigkeiten, aber mit dem gleichen Ziel. Die Typenwahl
bzw. die US-Herkunft muss als Argument dienen, um dem eigentlichen Ziel näher zu kommen – das ist nach wie vor die
Abschaffung der Armee nach dem Muster, man nehme der Armee ihre Speerspitze, dann sei der Rest auch nutzlos. Ado
Trautmann, Kreuzlingen

blick.ch
03.10.2021

Kampfjet-Kauf
wird zum
Nervenkrieg

Seit dem Entscheid für den F-35 liefern sich die unterlegenen Anbieter und der Bund einen heftigen Kampf hinter den
Kulissen.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/politik/information-und-desinformation-kampfjet-kauf-wird-zum-nervenkrieg-id16880000.html)

blick.ch
02.10.2021

Kampfjet-Initiative
noch nicht im
Höhenflug
-

In den 1990er-Jahren erreichte die GSOA bei der Unterschriftensammlung gegen neue Kampfjets absolute
Rekordzahlen. Dieses Mal läuft es etwas harziger – für die Initianten aber kein Grund zur Sorge.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.blick.ch/politik/kampf-gegen-f-35-kampfjet-initiative-noch-nicht-im-hoehenflug-id16878846.html)
(Anmerkung Redaktion:
Mit diesem «Werbebeitrag für die Unterschriftensammler» reiht sich der Blick einmal mehr in das mit Halb- und Unwahrheiten sehr
aktive informelle Netzwerk armeekritischer, linker Journalisten und dem bekannten Nationalrätinnen-Dreigestirn linker Provenienz
ein, die die Beschaffung des F-35 in der breiten Öffentlichkeit ständig schlecht reden. (Siehe auch «admin.ch»-Beitrag unten!))

nzz.ch
02.10.2021

F-35-Beschaffung
als positives Signal
Schweizerischamerikanischer
Dialog zu einer
strategischen

Fast wäre der Besuch der Miss Deputy Secretary of State im allgemeinen Berner Geraune um einen möglichen
Bundesratsrücktritt untergegangen, hätte die amerikanische Seite nicht eine telefonische Pressekonferenz mit Wendy
R. Sherman organisiert. Der Besuch der stellvertretenden US-Aussenministerin bei Staatssekretärin Livia Leu lag den
Amerikanern offensichtlich am Herzen. Der Auftakt zum Dialog zur strategischen Partnerschaft unterstreiche das
Interesse der USA an der bewährten Zusammenarbeit mit der Schweiz in kritischen Fragen der Weltpolitik. «Wir sehen
die Welt ähnlich» Explizit erwähnte Sherman den Entscheid des Bundesrates, die Mittel für die Luftverteidigung in den
USA zu beschaffen. In der Evaluation der Beschaffungsbehörde Armasuisse erzielten zwei amerikanische Systeme das
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Partnerschaft
eröffnet

beste Kosten-NutzenVerhältnis: beim neuen Kampfflugzeug der F-35 von Lockheed Martin, sowie bei der
bodengestützten Luftverteidigung das Patriot-Paket von Raytheon. «Wir bauen auf mehr als ein halbes Jahrhundert
Zusammenarbeit für die Souveränität und Sicherheit der Schweiz», sagte Sherman in ihrem Statement vor den Medien.
Die Schweiz werde mit dem F-35 und mit Patriot Teil einer grossen, weltweiten Gemeinschaft.

lockheedmartin.
com
01.10.2021

Factsheet Swiss F35 A und B

EIN MUST!

vtg.admin.ch
01.10.2021

Bauen am Berg

Abrufbar im Anhang zu diesem NACHBRENNER-Versandmail
Damit die Schweizer Armee in allen Lagen sichere Kommunikationsverbindungen hat, baut sie ihre eigenen
Rechenzentren und ein eigenes Verbindungsnetz. Für dieses Kommunikationsnetz gelten besondere Anforderungen an
den Schutz der Bauten. Das wiederum bringt Herausforderungen während den Bauarbeiten mit sich.
(Vollständige Information abrufbar unter:
https://www.vtg.admin.ch/de/armee.detail.news.html/vtg-internet/verwaltung/2021/21-10/211001-bauen-am-berg.html)

admin.ch
01.10.2021

admin.ch

Bundesrat
beschliesst
internationale
Zusammenarbeit
im Bereich
bodengestützte
Luftverteidigung

Für die Einsatzbereitschaft der Schweizer Armee ist es wichtig, dass ihre bodengestützten Luftverteidigungssysteme
auch mit anderen Streitkräften kompatibel sind. Um die Interoperabilität mit Partnerstaaten sicherzustellen, müssen
gemeinsame technische Standards entwickelt werden. Der Bundesrat hat deshalb an seiner Sitzung vom 1. Oktober
2021 die Teilnahme der Schweiz an einer internationalen Betreibergruppe für bodengestützte Luftverteidigungssysteme
genehmigt.

Radio SRF,
30.09.2021 und La
Liberté,
25.09.2021:
Datenrückgabe
erfolgt erst nach
Vertragsunterzeichnung
-

RICHTIG- UND KLARSTELLUNG VBS ZU FALSCHINFORMATIONEN AUS SCHWEIZER MEDIEN:

(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.admin.ch/gov/de/start/dokumentation/medienmitteilungen.msg-id-85328.html)

In ihrem Artikel vom 25. September 2021 schreiben La Liberté und angegliederte Zeitungen, armasuisse werde wichtige
Daten aus dem Projekt «Neues Kampfflugzeug» vorzeitig den unterlegenen Kandidaten zurückgeben, bevor politische
Diskussionen und allfällige Untersuchungen stattfinden können. Am 30. September 2021 wiederholte Radio SRF diese
Darstellung. Sie ist falsch. Das Bundesamt für Rüstung armasuisse hält dazu fest:
Das VBS wird die militärisch klassifizierten Daten nicht vor der Vertragsunterzeichnung für die Beschaffung des F-35A
zurückgegeben, d.h. erst nach der parlamentarischen Beratung und nach einer möglichen Volksabstimmung.
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Tages-Anzeiger,
30.09.2021:
Unterlagen zum
F-35-Kampfjetkauf
– Amherd
dementiert
geplante
Aktenvernichtung
Blick, 30.09.2021
16:17
«Kampfjet-Kauf Wollte der Bund
wichtige Daten
vernichten?»

Zudem geht es dabei ausschliesslich um militärisch klassifizierte Daten. armasuisse muss diese Daten entsprechend den
geltenden Informationsschutzabkommen mit den Herstellerländern oder der NATO behandeln und schützen. Dieses
Abkommen besagt, dass militärisch klassifizierte Daten grundsätzlich nur für den vereinbarten Zweck verwendet werden
dürfen – im vorliegenden Fall für die Evaluation und Beschaffung eines neuen Kampfflugzeuges. Deshalb ist das VBS
verpflichtet, mit den Herstellerländern der unterlegenen Kandidaten zu klären, wie mit den militärisch klassifizierten
Daten weiter verfahren werden soll. Alle anderen, nicht militärisch klassifizierten Akten und Daten der Kandidaten wie
zum Beispiel die finanziellen Angebote sind von der Rückgabe nicht betroffen. Sie werden nach den geltenden
Vorschriften und Grundsätzen aufbewahrt und archiviert. Das Gleiche gilt für alle weitere Akten und Daten, die im
Rahmen der Evaluation für das neue Kampfflugzeug durch das VBS erstellt wurden. Die zuständigen parlamentarischen
Delegationen und Kontrollorgane erhalten bis dahin jederzeit Einblick in die Daten, natürlich unter Beachtung der
massgebenden Informationsschutzabkommen.
Weiterführende Informationen:
Tages-Anzeiger, 30.09.2021: Unterlagen zum F-35-Kampfjetkauf – Amherd dementiert geplante Aktenvernichtung
Anmerkung NACHBRENNER-Redaktion:
Weiterführende Informationen:
Blick, 30.09.2021 16:17: «Kampfjet-Kauf - Wollte der Bund wichtige Daten vernichten?»
(Rubrik «Richtig- und Klarstellung» der Homepage VBS abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/aktuell/richtigstellungen.html#evaluation-daten-210925)

vbs.admin.ch

Air2030 – Fragen
und Antworten

Wie werden die künftigen Beschaffungen der Armee finanziert? Die Antwort zu dieser und weiteren Fragen.
(Abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/sicherheit/die-schweizer-armee/air2030/faq.html#politik-kosten-beschaffungen-finanziert)

bulletin-1.ch
Dr. Peter Forster
29.09.2021

Mit Blick auf das
Ständemehr
Analyse
Abstimmungen
bei
Volksinitiativen

In eidg. Abstimmungen müssen Volksinitiativen 12 Standesstimmen erreichen, sollen sie angenommen werden. 11,5
reichen nicht. Es gibt noch sehr viel zu tun. Wir setzen auf die ASS, die Allianz Sicherheit Schweiz, eine kampagnestarke
Kraft.
(Vollständige Analyse Dr. Peter Forster abrufbar unter:
https://bulletin-1.ch/biss-mit-blick-auf-das-staendemehr/)
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parlament.ch
27.09.2021

vbs.admin.ch
25.09.2021

Fragestunde:
Air2030/F-35:
Teuerungsbereinig
te Offerte
Schriftliche
Beantwortung der
Frage

Eingereichter Text NR Marionna Schlatter, Grüne Schweiz, Mitglied SiK NR:
Die offerierten 5.068 Milliarden für die 36 Kampfjets F-35 sind nicht teuerungsbereinigt. Laut Tages-Anzeiger vom 21.
September 2021 mussten die Kampfjet-Hersteller aber auch teuerungsbereinigte Preise offerieren.
- Wie hoch ist der teuerungsbereinigte Offertenpreis für die F-35?
- Unterschreitet der F-35 auch bei den teuerungsbereinigten Offerten seine Mitbewerber um eine ganze
Milliarde?

La Liberté,
25.09.2021:
Datenrückgabe
erfolgt erst nach
Vertragsunterzeic
h-nung

In ihrem Artikel vom 25. September 2021 schreiben La Liberté und angegliederte Zeitungen, armasuisse werde wichtige
die Daten aus dem Projekt «Neues Kampfflugzeug» vorzeitig den unterlegenen Kandidaten zurückgeben, bevor
politische Diskussionen und allfällige Untersuchungen stattfinden können. Diese Darstellung ist falsch. Das Bundesamt
für Rüstung armasuisse hält dazu fest:

Antwort Bundesrat:
Die Beschaffungskosten für den F-35A betragen zum Zeitpunkt der Angebote per 11. Februar 2021 5,068 Milliarden
Schweizerfranken und liegen somit im vorgegebenen Finanzvolumen des Planungsbeschlusses. Wir verstehen die erste
Frage so, dass der Preis mit der aufgerechneten Teuerung gefragt ist. Die Gesamtkosten, welche aus den Beschaffungsund Betriebskosten bestehen, betragen beim F-35A über 30 Jahre und inklusive der Teuerung eingerechnet, rund 15,5
Milliarden Franken. Der Unterschied zum zweitgünstigsten Kandidaten liegt im Bereich von 2 Milliarden Franken und
nicht von 1 Milliarde Franken, wie in der Frage aufgeführt.

«Das VBS wird die militärisch klassifizierten Daten nicht vor der Vertragsunterzeichnung für die Beschaffung des F-35A
zurückgegeben, d.h. erst nach der parlamentarischen Beratung und nach einer möglichen Volksabstimmung.»
(Vollständige Richtigstellung abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/aktuell/richtigstellungen.html#evaluation-daten-210925)

ar.admin.ch
23.09.2021

Air2030: Projekt
«neues
Kampfflugzeug»
holt Bronze in
internationalem
Projektmanageme
nt-Wettbewerb

armasuisse erreicht den dritten Platz beim internationalen IPMA Global Project Excellence Awards Wettbewerb mit dem
Projekt "Neues Kampfflugzeug" (NKF). Die drei Finalisten in der Kategorie Gross-Projekte stammen aus Russland,
Algerien und der Schweiz. Der Final hat am 22. September 2021 in St. Petersburg stattgefunden. Der Organisator des
Wettbewerbs ist der weltweit anerkannte Projektmanagementverband IPMA (International Project Management
Association).
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.ar.admin.ch/content/ar-internet/de/home.detail.nsb.html/85218.html)
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vbs.admin.ch
23.09.2021

MNS
15.10.2021

Parlament
bewilligt
Armeebotschaft
mit
Gesamtkrediten
von rund 2,3
Milliarden Franken

Der Ständerat stimmt der Armeebotschaft 2021 mit drei Gesamtkrediten in Höhe von rund 2,3 Milliarden Franken zu.
Mit den Investitionen werden die Fähigkeiten der Armee weiterentwickelt und die Energieeffizienz erhöht.

Leserbrief ZO/AvU
– Replik zur
Stellung-nahme
Marionna
Schlatter,
GP-Nationalrätin:

F-35A – Das für unsere Luftwaffe bestgeeignete Kampfflugzeug mit grossem Zukunftspotenzial!

(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.vbs.admin.ch/de/home.detail.news.html/vbs-internet/parlament/2021/210923a.html)

Einmal mehr versucht Marionna Schlatter mit Argumenten, die den Sachverhalt nicht vollständig offenlegen, den
bundesrätlichen Entscheid zur Beschaffung des amerikanischen Mehrzweckkampfflugzeug F-35A schlecht zu reden. Fakt
ist:
(Vollständiger Leserbrief im Anhang zu diesem Versandmail NACHBRENNER 2021-20)

Der F-35 Kampfjet:
Ein Fehlentscheid
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Luft- und Marineluftstreitkräfte sowie strategische und weitere luftgestützte Einsatzmittel
reuters.com
08.10.2021

TUR:
Turkey asks U.S. to
buy 40 F-16 jets to
upgrade Air Force

Turkey has made a request to the U.S. to buy 40 Lockheed Martin-made F-16 fighter jets and nearly 80 modernization
kits for its existing warplanes, as the NATO ally looks to modernize its Air Force after the purchase of F-35 jets fell
through, sources familiar with the matter said. The deal, worth billions, is still working its way through the Foreign
Military Sales process which is subject to approval by the U.S. State Department as well as the U.S. Congress which can
block deals. The people spoke on condition of anonymity to discuss the deal. The Turkish Embassy in Washington
declined to comment. Ankara had ordered more than 100 F-35 jets, also made by Lockheed Martin Corp, but was
removed from the program in 2019 after it acquired Russian S-400 missile defense systems.

defensenews.com
07.10.2021

FIN:

The Finnish government has approved an expansion to its defense procurement budget for 2022 that takes into account
preliminary costs associated with the €10 billion (U.S. $12 billion) HX Fighter Program and the acquisition of new

Finland tweaks
2022 budget to
accommodate HX
fighter purchase

multirole aircraft. The proposal for new budgetary measures was presented to Finland’s national parliament, the
Eduskunta, on Sept. 27. It is now included in the preliminary defense budget for 2022. The final quotes were received
on five candidate aircraft: Boeing’s F/A-18 Super Hornet, the Dassault Rafale, the Eurofighter Typhoon, Lockheed
Martin’s F-35 and the Saab Gripen. The process is likely to run to the end of the third quarter of 2021, and the Defence
Ministry is expected to ask the government to buy the aircraft by the end of the year.

stripes.com
06.10.2021

USAF:
Air Force bombers
deploy to England
for European
training mission

Four B-1B Lancers arrived Wednesday at RAF Fairford in England as part of a long-planned bomber mission to Europe,
the Air Force said. The bombers deployed with 200 personnel from the 9th Expeditionary Bomb Squadron at Dyess Air
Force Base, Texas, according to a U.S. Air Forces in Europe–Air Forces Africa statement Wednesday. The B-1 heavy
bomber carries the largest conventional payload of both guided and unguided weapons in the Air Force inventory,
according to the service.

defence-blog.com
06.10.2021

KOR:
South Korea
promotes KF-21
“Hawk”
indigenous fighter
with new video

The promo video, released by South Korea’s Defense Acquisition Program Administration, showing footage of a new
twin-engine jet, named the KF-21 Boramae (Hawk). The KF-21 is a multi-role fighter jet and the outcome of the KF-X
aircraft development program which has been pursued since 2016. The military said it plans to deploy 40 KF-21 Boramae
fighter jets by 2028 and increase the number to 120 by 2032. Indonesia has promised to fund 20 percent of the total
development cost, or 1.73 trillion won ($1.55 billion), in exchange for 50 planes that will be manufactured there for the
Indonesian Air Force, as well as technology transfers.
(Video abrufbar unter:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RX2m9FZhCm4)

janes.com
04.10.2021

SWE:
Sweden maps out
Gripen E entry
into service

Sweden has mapped out initial plans for the Saab Gripen E entry into service, identifying the type's first operating station.
With deliveries of the first of 60 Gripen Es set to begin in 2022, Saab announced on 1 October that the Swedish Air Force
(SwAF) has decided the first aircraft will be assigned to Skaraborg Wing (F7), located at Satenas in the southwest of
Sweden. F7 is one of three SwAF fighter wings, with the other two being Blekinge Wing (F17) at Ronneby, in the far
south of Sweden, and Norrbotten Wing (F21), also in the south of the country. A fourth wing, Uppsala Wing (F16), also
located in southern Sweden, will be stood up from 2022. Each wing is equipped with two squadrons, which are 71 and
72 for F7.

globaltimes.cn
02.10.2021

CHN:
PLA introduces
JH-7A2 fighter
bomber; updated

The Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force for the first time revealed details on the latest variant of the
JH-7 fighter bomber, designated the JH-7A2, at the ongoing Airshow China 2021 in Zhuhai, South China's Guangdong
Province. According to the description board next to the aircraft, the JH-7A2 fighter bomber is developed based on the
JH-7A, and it further improved its surface attack capability by becoming capable of carrying extra surface attack weapons
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version carries
extra surface
attack weapons

including stand-off air-to-surface missiles, laser-guided bombs and munitions dispensers. The main missions of the JH7A2 are maritime and land attack, according to the description. In August 2019, the JH-7A2 participated in the Aviadarts
competition in Russia as a part of the International Army Games 2019, the Xinhua News Agency reported at the time,
without giving more details on the aircraft, including the difference between the JH-7A2 and the original JH-7A. With
the latest variant of the JH-7 being introduced at the air show, analysts said that the JH-7 series will continue to serve in
the PLA for a long time despite the commissioning of the more advanced J-16 multirole fighter jet.

asiatimes.com
02.10.2021

CHN:
J-20 stealth fighter
thrills crowds at
Airshow China

Senior Colonel Li Jikuan, commander of the J-20s’ flight performance, said at a press conference that the aerobatic
moves that J-20 made showed the outstanding performance of the aircraft at low altitude and high speed. “This is the
first time the J-20 has performed in public after it was fitted with domestically built engines (likely the WS-10C, which
replaces the Russian AL-31F),” Li added. Song Zhonping, a Chinese military expert and TV commentator, told the Global
Times that switching to Chinese engines means this will significantly contribute to the mass production and the
performance boost of the aircraft. The added thrust will also help the J-20 in combat maneuvering and in supersonic
cruise mode, Song said. With serrated nozzles, the new engines will improve the J-20’s stealth capability, since such a
design can reflect radar waves to some tight angles.

defenceweb.co.za
01.10.2021

MLI:
Mali receives four
Mi-17 helicopters
and weapons from
Russia

An Antonov An-124 cargo aircraft delivered four Mi-17 helicopters, weapons and ammunition from Russia to Mali late
on Thursday, Malian interim defence minister Sadio Camara has said. This follows on from four Mi-35 attack helicopters
acquired by Mali from Russia in recent years. The new aircraft will be used to support Mali’s counter-insurgency and
terrorism efforts. The country has been in turmoil since 2012, when Tuareg rebels took over the north and advanced
towards the capital, Bamako.

defenceweb.co.za
01.10.2021

NGA:
Final Nigerian
Super Tucanos
arrive home

The six aircraft departed Moody Air Force Base on 15 September and were expected to arrive in Nigeria by 24
September, but were delayed for a week in Iceland by bad weather. Their route home included stops in Iceland, Scotland,
Spain and Algeria. The 12 Super Tucanos were acquired under a nearly $500 million Foreign Military Sale (FMS), with
the aircraft manufactured by Brazil’s Embraer and the United States’ Sierra Nevada Corporation. The Super Tucanos will
assist the Nigerian Air Force in their fight against violent extremist organizations including the Islamic State West Africa
Province.

lockheedmartin.
com
01.10.2021

Status F-35
Sept. 24-30, 2021

•

Strength, in Numbers: The F-35 Joint Program Office and the Lockheed Martin industry team agreed to an F-35
production rebaseline to ensure predictability and stability in the production process. More than 700 F-35s have
been delivered and are operating from 21 bases around the globe – to deter or defeat near-peer competitors.
U.S. Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) awarded a contract for 16 new Lot 15 production F-35s – 10 F-35As
for the U.S. Air Force and six F-35Bs for the U.S. Marine Corps.
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•

•

saabgroup.com
01.10.2021

usni.org
30.09.2021

Relevant, Ready: In partnership with U.S. Indo Pacific Command, Lockheed Martin demonstrated the ability to
share real-time F-35 sensor data with Australian allies during Exercise Talisman Sabre 2021. A U.S. Marine F-35C
pilot described the F-35’s ability to enhance the carrier air wing, project power, evade higher-end threats, and
mitigate near-peer threats as “a game changer.” Marine Fighter Attack Squadron 225 conducted the unit’s first
flight as an F-35B squadron. The Marines also conducted a long-distance Aviation Delivered Ground Refueling
training exercise with the F-35B and CH-53 at Marine Corps Air Station Iwakuni, Japan.
Growing Global: The Swiss Federal Council reiterated the significant cost savings of selecting the F-35 as
Switzerland’s next fighter. Three new Israel Air Force F-35I ”Adir” aircraft touched down in Israel. Japan’s
Ministry of Defense revealed that F-35B testing with the U.S. Marines will occur Oct. 3-7 aboard Japan’s recentlymodified JS Izumo “helicopter” carrier, which arrived at Marine Corps Air Station Iwakuni, Japan, this week.
Norway’s Kongsberg announced it has signed agreements with Lockheed Martin to supply horizontal and
vertical tails for more than 50 F-35s in production lots 15-17.

USAF:
Saab Delivers for
the T-7A Flight
Test Program

Saab has shipped its third aft airframe section for use in the T-7A Red Hawk flight test program for the United States Air
Force. In April 2021, Saab delivered its first T-7A Red Hawk aft airframe section followed by the second delivery in July
2021. Upon arrival at Boeing in St. Louis, Saab’s aft section was joined perfectly with the front fuselage in less than 30
minutes. That achievement is a testament to the use of digital design and engineering, which delivers accuracy, efficiency
and improved quality throughout the design and delivery of T-7A Red Hawk. T-7A Red Hawk is an all-new, advanced
pilot training system designed for the U.S. Air Force to train the next generation of combat pilots for decades to come.
The aircraft has benefited from Saab and Boeing’s “breaking the norm” approach to military aircraft design, engineering
and production, which saw the preceding T-X aircraft go from concept to first flight in just 36 months.

USMC/JPN:
U.S. Marine
F-35Bs to Embark
on Japan’s Largest
Warship in
October

U.S Marine F-35Bs from Iwakuni will support the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force’s post refit trials of the destroyer
helicopter carrier JS Izumo (DDH183) next month. Izumo in June completed the first of a two-stage modification that
will enable it to operate the F-35, with the first stage adding heat resistant coating to the flight deck and flight line
markings for F-35 operations. Izumo’s final conversion work will be carried out in Fiscal Year 2025, while its sister ship –
JS Kaga (DDH184) – will be fully modified in FY 2022. The second stage of Izumo’s conversion and the full stage of Kaga’s
conversion will involve a change of the shape of the ships’ bows along with interior reconfiguration allowing them to
embark and fully operate F-35s.
The modification of Izumo and Kaga are paired with a planned Japan Self-Defense Forces buy of 42 F-35Bs to operate
from the two ships. The first of the JSDF F-35Bs are set to arrive in FY 2023 and the U.S. Marine F-35s are expected to
continue operating off the two ships as Japan acclimates itself to operating F-35Bs. The JMSDF has already conducted a
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series of engagements and exchanges in relation to F-35B operations with the U.K. Royal Navy’s Carrier Strike Group 21
(CSG21) while it was in Japan in early September.
dsca.mil
30.09.2021

AUS:
EA-18G GROWLER
aircraft

The Government of Australia has requested to buy a United States Navy (USN) EA-18G aircraft. The USN EA-18G aircraft
will then be modified into a Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) EA-18G aircraft configuration. The sale would include one
(1) EA-18G Growler aircraft (Lot 38 or later) and engineering and modification; verification and validation flight test
efforts; maintenance and storage; U.S. Government and contractor engineering/technical assistance; related studies
and analysis support; and other related elements of programmatic, technical and logistics support. The total estimated
value is $125 million. This aircraft would replace Australia’s EA-18G A46-311 aircraft lost in an accident at Nellis Air Force
Base.

defence-blog.com
30.09.2021

CHN:
China announces
plan to build new
carrier-based
fighter jet

AVIC said on Wednesday 29.09.2021 it was launching a project to build a next-generation, twin-engines, carrier-borne
fighter jet. As noted by the company, the first prototype of a future carrier-borne stealth fighter will be debuted later
this year.
The official media of China Shenyang Aircraft Corporation (SAC) also released video footage that showing a model and
an artist’s rendering of a planned fighter jet. The new fighter will be twin-tailed, twin-engine, mid-wing design aircraft.
The future carrier-based fighter is intended to provide advanced defense capabilities in close-air support, aerial bombing
and air interdiction operations. It can also perform suppression of enemy air defenses.

fmv.se
29.09.2021

SWE:
FMV Conducts Air
Refueling Tests
with JAS 39 C / D

Germany and Sweden and carrying out in-flight refuelling trials of Swedish Air Force Gripen C/D fighters by German Air
Force A400M tanker-transport aircraft, which FMV believes could lead to in-flight refueling contracts with Hungary and
the Czech Republic. The purpose is to validate the air refueling function by performing a flight test with connections and
refueling in the air. The air refueling tests take place at F21 in Luleå and are carried out on behalf of the Armed Forces.
During the trial period, the German tanker aircraft is based on F21, together with four JAS 39 C / D from FMV Test and
Evaluation. During the two weeks that the tests take place a total of seven flights will be carried out. As the Airbus
A400M is available in European NATO countries, the validation is also of interest to more countries using JAS 39 / CD
(Hungary and the Czech Republic). “The A-400M aircraft is also in service in France and the United Kingdom, which
creates a standard and increases accessibility in Europe, so from that point of view it is an interesting aircraft,” says
FMV.

janes.com
29.09.2021

GBR:

The United Kingdom has retired the Boeing E-3D Sentry AEW1 after 30 years of operational service. The RAF received
the first of an eventual seven Sentry aircraft in 1991, taking over the UK's airborne early warning and control (AEW&C)
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flightglobal.com
28.09.2021

UK retires Sentry
AEW1

role from the piston-engined Avro Shackleton, and in place of the aborted British Aerospace Nimrod AEW1. Based on a
modified Boeing 707/320 commercial airframe, the Sentry is built around a 9.1 m diameter elliptically cross-sectioned
rotating radome that sits atop the fuselage. This radar has a range of more than 400 km (which equates to a coverage
area of more than 500,000 km 2 of airspace) to look down and detect, identify, and track low-flying aircraft over land or
water. It achieves this by eliminating ground/water clutter returns that confuse other radar systems. Crew members
perform surveillance, identification, weapons control, battle management, and communications functions.

CHN:
Airshow China
sees indigeniouslypowered J-20
make debuts

Also making its debut at this year’s show is a J-20 powered by the WS-10C Taihang engine. While the J-20 appeared at
the 2016 and 2018 shows, these aircraft were powered by Russia’s Saturn AL-31FN. While the J-20 is performing a flying
display, there are no images showing it in the show’s static park.
If past iterations of Airshow China are anything to go by, little will be revealed about the status of equipping the J-20
with its ultimate engine, the WS-15 Emei. Chinese airpower observers believe the J-20 will only reach its full potential
when it is mated with the more powerful WS-15.
(Ergänzende Information cnn.com vom 28.09.2021 16:12 GMT: China has finally showed off its most advanced fighter aircraft with
domestic-made engines -- a significant milestone as Beijing pushes the capabilities of its J-20 stealth jets in a bid to rival the United
States' F-22. The pair of twin-engine J-20s that put on a show for crowds at Airshow China in the southern city of Zhuhai on
Tuesday were equipped with the WS-10 engine. The WS-10 was developed by the People's Liberation Army Air Force to replace
Russian engines that were in early versions of the J-20. In June, the state-run Global Times tabloid said a unit of the J-20s equipped
with the domestically developed engines had been activated in the country's northeast region, with China Central Television
showing images of the planes flying in an event commemorating the 100th anniversary of the Communist Party. But Tuesday
marked the first time the homemade jets were revealed to the Chinese public and foreign onlookers. Long touted as China's answer
to the US F-22 -- considered the world's premier stealth fighter jet -- and F-35, analysts say the J-20 is intended to fulfill two core
roles: air-to-air combat and ground attack. A 2017 report by the China Power Project at the Center for Strategic and International
Studies said the WS-10 engines would give the J-20 low supercruise ability, meaning they could fly at supersonic speeds for
prolonged periods. In its June report, Global Times said the use of the domestic engines showed "the J-20 is becoming more and
more technically mature." "More PLA units based in different locations across the country are expected to get more J-20s,
significantly enhancing the PLA Air Force's capability of safeguarding the motherland's sovereignty, airspace and development
interests," the report said, citing an anonymous military expert. However US officials have long said the J-20 can't stack up to US
stealth fighters.)
(Ergänzende Information globaltimes.cn vom 29.09.2021: It is widely expected that the J-20 will undergo further upgrades and
potentially spawn new variants, including a twin-seat version. Yang, vice president of the Aviation Industry Corporation of China
(AVIC) said that the use of domestically built engines is just the beginning for the J-20 upgrades, and the aircraft will keep being
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improved in the fields of mechanization and informatization. "Assuming we do have a twin-seat version of the J-20, it would not be
a trainer aircraft, because it would be developed for the enhancement of the aircraft," Yang noted.)
(Ergänzende Information globaltimes.cn vom 29.09.2021: Wang Haitao, deputy designer of the aircraft, said that China's

aviation industry can satisfy any level of demand from the PLA Air Force. The research and development period for
aviation equipment is usually long, but now with advances in industrial technology, China has accelerated this process,
Wang noted. "Particularly for equipment like the J-20, we need to do it faster in all aspects, including designing,
production, testing and crafting," Wang said.)
defense.gov
27.09.2021

USN:
P-8A Poseidon

The Boeing Co. is awarded a $756,634,580 fixed-price-incentive-fee modification (P00203) to a previously awarded
contract (N0001914C0067). This modification exercises an option for the production and delivery of five Lot 12 P-8A
aircraft for the government of Germany. Work is expected to be completed in February 2025.

boeing.com
27.09.2021

USN:
Boeing Delivers
First Operational
Block III F/A-18
Super Hornet to
the U.S. Navy

Boeing delivered the first of 78 contracted Block III F/A-18 Super Hornets to the U.S. Navy. Block III gives the Navy the
most networked and survivable F/A-18 built with a technology insertion plan that will outpace future threats. Block III
is the most advanced version of the Super Hornet and exceeds fourth-generation fighter capabilities. U.S Navy
capabilities include the advanced cockpit system with a 10-inch-by-19-inch touch screen display, enhanced networking,
open mission systems, reduced radar signature and a 10,000-hour airframe.
Boeing will continue to deliver Block III capabilities to the Navy through the mid-2030s from three lines. One new build
production, and two Service Life Modification lines extending the life and eventually upgrading Block II Super Hornets
to Block III. The first aircraft delivered will complete the U.S. Navy flight test program before deploying to a squadron.

lockheedmartin.
com
27.09.2021

Pentagon And
Lockheed Martin
Agree To F-35
Production
Rebaseline

The F-35 Joint Program Office (JPO) and the Lockheed Martin industry team have agreed on an F-35 production
rebaseline that ensures predictability and stability in the production process while recovering the aircraft shortfall
realized over the last year during the COVID-19 pandemic. With this agreement, Lockheed Martin is scheduled to deliver
133-139 aircraft this year, 151-153 aircraft in 2022 and anticipates delivering 156 aircraft beginning in 2023 and for the
foreseeable future. More than 700 F-35s have been delivered and are operating from 21 bases around the globe. More
than 1,460 pilots and 11,025 maintainers have been trained and the
F-35 fleet has surpassed 430,000 cumulative flight hours.

@IAFsite
26.09.2021

ISR:

Three new "Adir" (F-35I) fighter jets touched down at Nevatim Airbase today to join the IAF's "Lions of the South"
Squadron. The new aircraft will strengthen the fifth-generation fighter division and contribute to the mission of
defending Israel’s skies.
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Welcome to the F35A Lightning II
team!

(Ergänzende Information defbrief.com vom 27.09.2021: The Israeli Air Force (IAF) has taken delivery of new F-35A fighters,
rounding the number of the stealth aircraft in its fleet at 30. Israel declared operational capability for the fifth-generation fighter in
2017, and is said to have used the aircraft in a number of combat operations. The country is expected to be second-largest
international F-35 operator with 50 units on order and options for additional 25 to 50 aircraft.)

alert5.com
24.09.2021

RUS:
First prototype of
the upgraded
Su-30SM

A Su-30SM with serial no. 1 has been spotted at Omsk. The aircraft is believed to be the first of its type to be upgraded
with new radar and engines.

janes.com
24.09.2021

BEL:
Airbus advances
A400M deliveries
with latest Belgian
airlifter

Airbus has advanced deliveries of the A400M Atlas airlifter, with Belgium receiving its latest aircraft on 23 September.
Aircraft CT-04 was the third for the Belgian Air Component (BAC), and the fourth A400M to be delivered to the binational 15th Air Transport Wing that Belgium has established with Luxembourg at Melsbroek (the military area of
Brussels airport). It brings to 101 the total now delivered to international customers. The joint Belgian-Luxembourg BiNational Unit (BNU) is due to receive its four remaining A400Ms by the end of 2023, with full operating capability for
the unit slated for the end of 2024. These aircraft will be made available to the European Air Transport Command, and
through that the European Rapid Reaction Force.

defense.gov
24.09.2021

USAF/USMC:
F-35

Lockheed Martin Corp. is awarded a $1,099,631,252 modification (P00008) to a previously awarded fixed-price incentive
(firm target) advance acquisition contract (N0001920C0009). This modification exercises options for the production and
delivery of 16, Lot 15 F-35 Lightning II aircraft: 10 for the Air Force and six for the Marine Corps. Work is expected to be
completed in May 2026.

af.mil
24.09.2021

USAF:
AFGSC wraps up
divestiture of 17
B-1B aircraft,
moves toward B21

Air Force Global Strike Command concluded its divestiture of 17 B-1B bombers Sept. 23, as the last aircraft departed
Edwards Air Force Base, California, to fly to the boneyard at Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona.
The divestiture of the aircraft is in support of the United States Air Force’s efforts to modernize America’s bomber fleet,
as authorized by the National Defense Authorization Act. With fewer aircraft in the B-1 fleet, maintainers will be able to
give more time and attention to each aircraft remaining in the fleet. The 17 B-1B aircraft were retired from a fleet of 62,
leaving 45 in the active inventory. Beginning to retire these legacy bombers allows the AFGSC to pave the way for the B21 Raider. The Air Force needs to transition from three bombers to two - a rebuilt B-52 and next-generation B-21 - to
deter both established and rising powers. This change is vital to future Joint and Allied operations, because no other
service or partner nation provides long-range bomber capability.
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af.mil
24.09.2021

USAF:
DAF awards RollsRoyce B-52H
engine contract

The Department of the Air Force has awarded a $2,604,329,361 contract to Rolls-Royce Corporation, Indianapolis,
Indiana, for B-52H Stratofortress military derivative commercial engines. The competitive single award contract provides
for 608 military derivative commercial engines, plus spare engines, associated support equipment and commercial
engineering data, to include sustainment activities, to be used on the B-52H bomber fleet. The Rolls-Royce F130 engine
will replace the TF33-PW-103, which has powered the B-52 since the 1960s and is projected to no longer be supportable
beyond 2030. The B-52 original equipment manufacturer, Boeing, is responsible for integrating the engines onto the
aircraft. The Air Force plans to finalize integration activities and deliver the first lot of B-52H modified aircraft by the end
of 2028. The first two fully modified B-52s are projected to deliver by the end of 2025 and will undergo ground and flight
testing. The first lot of operational B-52s with the new engines is projected to deliver by the end of 2028 with the entire
fleet modified by 2035. The new engines on the B-52s are expected to remain on the B-52H through at least 2050,
increase fuel efficiency, increase range, reduce emissions in unburned hydrocarbons, and significantly reduce
maintenance costs.

economictimes.
indiatimes.com
24.09.2021

IND:
Tata, Airbus sign
Rs 22,000 crore
contract to make
C 295 military
transport aircraft

The biggest military order placed on the private sector – a deal to manufacture new transport aircraft for the air force –
has been signed on Friday. A key decision on where to set up the manufacturing plant – 40 of the 56 C 295 transport
aircraft ordered are to be built locally – is now being finalised. The plan to acquire 56 aircraft to replace the ageing Avro
fleet also includes technology transfer to the Indian company. The order is also expected to go up beyond 56, with
requirements from the coast guard, navy and other forces expected to come in the next few years.

USAF:
ACC commander
speaks on Fighter
Roadmap

The Air Force must continue to rebalance its fighter portfolio investment in order to keep pace and compete with China,
according to the commander of Air Combat Command. “We have to focus our fighter force to face the realities of a new
threat environment. And that requires a fighter force to change to be successful,” Kelly said. Outlined by Kelly, the
alignment of the Fighter Roadmap and the development of Next Generation Air Dominance ensures the progression of
combat credibility and aptitude.

acc.af.mil
22.09.2021

“The Fighter Roadmap is part of the change you must make, or lose,” Kelly said. “We must have the right-sized fleet to
keep viable, to keep the Fighter Roadmap on track.” According to Kelly, with a shrinking fleet of 40-year-old aircraft
going from 4,000 to 2,000, the Air Force must advance in modernization. Thus, maintaining relevance for years to come.
The continued use of legacy aircraft has become costly to both fly and repair. Streamlining the current fighter fleet by
transitioning to NGAD, F-35, F-15EX, F-16 and right-sizing the A-10 will ensure the capability, capacity, and affordability
required to meet the peer threat.
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Hubschrauber und Kipprotor-Flugzeuge
navy.mil
01.10.2021

USN:
U.S. Navy
Establishes New
Helicopter
Squadron

The U.S. Navy establishes a new helicopter squadron, Helicopter Maritime Strike Squadron (HSM) 50, onboard Naval Air
Station (NAS) Mayport, Florida, Oct. 1. Primarily, HSM-50 “Valkyries” will be fully equipped with MH-60R Seahawks and
will provide expeditionary aviation detachments in support of littoral combat ships and expeditionary independent
deployers to meet global force management missions.

defense.gov
30.09.2021

US ARMY:
CH-47F Chinook

The Boeing Company was awarded a $391,356,885 fixed-price incentive contract for up to five CH-47F renew aircraft..
Work has an estimated completion date of Sept. 30, 2025.
(Ergänzende Information boeing.com vom 4.10.2021: The CH-47F Block II Chinooks features multiple upgrades aimed at providing
additional lift capability and increasing commonality between U.S. and allied fleets, thus reducing maintenance costs.)

lockheedmartin.
com
24.09.2021

USMC:
First ConnecticutBuilt Sikorsky
CH-53K™
Helicopter In
Hands Of U.S.
Marine Corps

Sikorsky today celebrated the first Connecticut-built CH-53K heavy-lift helicopter that will be delivered to the U.S.
Marine Corps. This helicopter, which moves more troops and cargo more rapidly from ship to shore, was the first all
digitally designed helicopter. The CH-53K’s digital thread runs from design through production, maintenance, and
sustainment, increasing mission availability while reducing pilot and crew workload. This King Stallion™ helicopter will
be stationed at Marine Corps Aviation Station New River in Jacksonville, North Carolina where Marines will conduct
training flights and support the fleet with heavy-lift missions with the aircraft in preparation for the CH-53K’s first
deployment in 2024. This heavy-lift helicopter is part of a 200 aircraft Program of Record for the Marine Corps with a
total of 33 aircraft currently on contract and an additional nine on contract for long lead parts.
The CH-53K program entered initial Operational Test & Evaluation (IOT&E) in July. Four aircraft are now in the hands of
VMX-1 operational and test evaluation squadron. Marine pilots and maintainers are operating the CH-53K in a fleet
environment as part of the rigorous test program.
The CH-53K is the only sea-based, long range, heavy-lift helicopter in production and will immediately provide three
times the lift capability of its predecessor. The CH-53K will further support the U.S. Marine Corps in its mission to conduct
expeditionary heavy-lift assault transport of armored vehicles, equipment and personnel to support distributed
operations deep inland from a sea-based center of operations, critical in the Indo-Pacific region. The new CH-53K has
heavy-lift capabilities that exceed all other DoD rotary wing-platforms, and it is the only heavy-lifter that will remain in
production through 2032 and beyond.
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Unbemannte Luftfahrzeuge (UAV) und Robotik
dailysabah.com
30.09.2021

UKR:
UAV magnate
Baykar to build
centers for Turkish
drones in Ukraine

The Turkish drone magnate Baykar will be establishing joint training and maintenance centers for Turkish armed
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in Ukraine, a statement on President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s website said. Kyiv plans
to procure 24 more Bayraktar TB2s. Baykar has also sold its armed drones to Qatar, Azerbaijan and Poland. In May,
Poland became the first European Union and NATO member state to acquire UAVs from Turkey. Interest remains high.
Saudi Arabia is also said to have been interested in buying Turkish drones. Latvia also hinted that it could be the second
European Union and NATO member state to acquire the UAVs. Albania is also interested in striking a deal to procure
Bayraktar TB2s.

royalnavy.mod.uk
29.09.2021

GBR:
Drones launched
from HMS Prince
of Wales during
landmark
demonstration

HMS Prince of Wales has launched drones from her flight deck as the Royal Navy begins exploring the use of crewless
technology on the Queen Elizabeth-class aircraft carriers. Fixed-wing drones – called the QinetiQ Banshee Jet 80+ – flew
from the carrier’s vast flight deck to assess how they might be used to train personnel in defending against ever-morecapable fast jets and missiles. The jet-powered Banshee, which looks like a mini fighter aircraft, can soar to 25,000ft,
skim just above the waves, and flies at speeds up to 400 knots (around 460mph). It is hard to detect on radar, giving it
all the likeness of an incoming missile – making it a realistic adversary for sailors to train in countering aerial threats.

defense.gov
29.09.2021

USAF:
MQ-9B Protector
for the UK

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc. has been awarded a $77,190,125 cost-plus-fixed-fee and firm-fixed-price
contract modification (P00015) to previously awarded FA8620-18-C-2009 for the United Kingdom MQ-9B Protector
program. This contract modification provides for the design, development, integration, and component level testing of
additional capabilities being added to the baseline program. Work is expected to be completed by Dec. 31, 2023.
(Ergänzende Information defenseworld.net vom 30.09.201: n July 2020, the UK Ministry of Defence signed a £65 million contract
for initial 3 Protector aircraft with option to purchase 13 more. UK and Belgium sign a Bilateral Statement of Intent to collaborate
on their MQ-9B programmes in the following month. The first Protector is expected to join the Royal Air Force (RAF) in 2024.)

en.yna.co.kr
29.09.2021

KOR:
Military to buy
1,000 more
drones by 2027

The defense ministry said Wednesday it plans to buy at least 1,000 more drones for the military by 2027 as part of efforts
to boost its defense capabilities in the fast-changing security environment. The amount is in addition to some 600 drones
the military plans to buy next year with a 34.2 billion-won (US$29 million) budget, according to the ministry. The plan
was unveiled at a committee meeting on the military use of artificial intelligence (AI) and unmanned systems, presided
over by Vice Defense Minister Park Jae-min.

defensenews.com
29.09.2021

ITA:

Italy has announced plans to arm its Reaper drones, six years after it first received permission from the U.S. to do so.
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jpost.com
29.09.2021

Italy funds arming
its ‘Reaper’ drones

After lobbying the U.S. for permission to arm them in 2011, Italy finally got the green light in 2015 from the State
Department, making it the second country after the UK to get approval. Italy was offered at the time a $129.6 million
deal, with General Atomics acting as prime contractor, for 156 AGM-114R2 Hellfire II missiles, 20 GBU-12 laser-guided
bombs, 30 GBU-38 Joint Direct Attack Munitions and other armaments. Italy operates both unarmed upgraded Predator
A drones as well as Reapers, and has deployed them to Iraq, Afghanistan, the Balkans and Africa, notably in Libya during
the 2011 NATO air operations there.

IND:
India buys 4 Heron
MK II drones for
surveillance in
Ladakh

As tension continues to simmer between India and China over Ladakh, New Delhi will be buying four Heron MK II UAVs
from Israel Aerospace Industries and will deploy them to the area for surveillance purposes. The agreement between
New Delhi and IAI was signed in mid-January, but the arrival of the UAVs was delayed due to the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic. According to The Times of India, the first two UAVs will arrive in India in two to three months, while the other
two will arrive by the end of the year.
Indian media reported that the Indian Air Force’s plan, dubbed “Project Cheetah,” will see 90 Heron drones flying with
the Indian Air Force, Indian Army, and Indian Navy be upgraded with laser-guided bombs, air-to-ground and air-launched
anti-tank guided missiles.
The Indian Air Force already operates more than 180 Israeli-made UAVs, including 108 IAI-made Searchers and 68
unarmed Heron 1s for surveillance and intelligence gathering as well as a fleet of IAI-produced Harpy UAVs, which carry
a high-explosive warhead and self-destructs to take out targets such as radar stations.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.jpost.com/international/india-buys-4-heron-mk-ii-drones-for-surveillance-in-ladakh680589?_ga=2.100175260.360281606.16329055491229034299.1617710680&utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=High+Court+approves+additional+d
elay+to+Khan+al-Ahmar+evacuation&utm_campaign=September+29%2C+2021+Day)

globaltimes.cn
28.09.2021

CHN:
China’s GJ-11
stealth drone
displays precision
weapons at
Airshow China
2021

China's GJ-11 stealth armed reconnaissance drone will open its weapons bays for the first time and display its capability
to carry a large amounts of precision weapons at the Airshow China 2021 in Zhuhai, South China's Guangdong Province,
from Tuesday to Sunday. Experts said that the drone will likely carry multiple types of precision ammunitions, including
larger ones that were not on display at the air show. According to the official model displayed by AVIC, the aircraft's
maker, the GJ-11 has two weapons bays, symmetrically positioned between the drone's three landing gears. Each bay
has four ammunitions which look like guided precision air-to-ground glide bombs. This is the first time details on the GJ11's weapons bays and its payload capability have been revealed to the general public since the first public appearance
of the drone at the National Day military parade on October 1, 2019 in Beijing, observers said. The aircraft uses a flying
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wing design with high stealth capability and has high subsonic cruise efficiency. Despite a small body, it has a long range,
Zhang Xuefeng, a Chinese military expert said.
globaltimes.cn
24.09.2021

CHN:
PLA Air Force to
unveil WZ-7 highaltitude
reconnaissance
drone

The Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force will for the first time display the WZ-7 high-altitude reconnaissance
drone at the Airshow China 2021, to be held in Zhuhai, South China's Guangdong Province, from September 28 to
October 3, a spokesperson at the PLA Air Force announced on Friday. As one of China's largest drones, the WZ-7 will be
deployed in missions that require extended endurance like border reconnaissance and maritime patrol, experts said.
Domestically developed and produced by China, the WZ-7 is a high-altitude reconnaissance unmanned aerial vehicle
designed to conduct missions including border reconnaissance and maritime patrol, CCTV said. The drone's official
designation is now confirmed as the WZ-7, and the PLA Air Force is presenting it to the general public at the air show
indicating that it has entered service with the PLA Air Force, the expert said, noting that it was previously known by its
codename, the Soar Dragon.

boeing.com
22.09.2021

Boeing to open a
combat drone
factory in
Australia

Boeing in partnership with the Queensland Government, has selected Toowoomba as the preferred site for the
company’s first aircraft assembly facility of its kind outside of North America. Boeing Australia will establish the facility
in the Wellcamp Aerospace and Defence Precinct at Wellcamp Airport to produce and assemble the Boeing Airpower
Teaming System (also known as Loyal Wingman), the first military combat aircraft designed, developed and
manufactured in Australia in half a century. The aircraft made its first flight in February 2021.
The uncrewed aircraft is designed to operate as a team, using artificial intelligence to extend the capabilities of crewed
and uncrewed platforms. Boeing Australia is currently developing six aircraft in partnership with the Royal Australian Air
Force (RAAF), with flight testing ongoing.
(Kurzinformation Boeing Airpower Teaming System (Loyal Wingman) abrufbar unter:
https://www.boeing.com/defense/airpower-teaming-system/)

Bewaffnung und weitere Nutzlasten
alert5.com
07.10.2021

GRC:
Greece to arm its
AH-64Ds with
Spike NLOS

Greece has decided to equip its AH-64D attack helicopter with the Israeli-made Spike NLOS missile.
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nellis.af.mil
04.10.2021

USAF:
F-35A completes
milestone 5th Gen
fighter test with
refurbished B6112 nuclear gravity
bombs

northropgrumman.
com
30.09.2021

USN:
Northrop
Grumman’s
Advanced AntiRadiation Guided
Missile Extended
Range Transitions
into Low Rate
Initial Production

Two F-35A Lightning II aircraft recently released B61-12 Joint Test Assemblies (JTAs) during the F-35A’s first Full Weapon
System Demonstration, completing the final flight test exercise of the nuclear design certification process.
Once airborne, test pilots flew to the Tonopah Test Range and released two B61-12 JTAs from operationally realistic
flight envelopes. This event was the first release of the most representative B61-12 test asset from an operationallyrepresentative F-35A. No date has been released for full F-35A nuclear certification in support of real-world operations.
The successful completion of this test covers a critical part of the nuclear certification process and ensures the F-35A
will remain on track for future timelines. Not all aircraft will become nuclear-capable upon full certification in support
of real-world operations. Only those units with a nuclear mission will be given the hardware and manpower necessary
to configure and maintain nuclear capable F-35s.
.
The U.S. Navy has awarded Northrop Grumman Corporation the contract to proceed with low rate initial production
(LRIP) for the AGM-88G Advanced Anti-Radiation Guided Missile Extended Range (AARGM-ER). “The evolution of the
AARGM family with AARGM-ER is a major step in our ability to provide the U.S. and our allies with a superior capability
to detect and defeat adversary air defense threats,” said Gordon Turner, vice president, advanced weapons, Northrop
Grumman. AARGM-ER is a major upgrade to existing AARGM, currently in production and fielded with the Navy and
multiple allies today. AARGM-ER is being integrated on the Navy F/A-18E/F Super Hornet and EA-18G Growler aircraft
as well as the Air Force F-35A, Marine Corps F-35B, and Navy F-35C aircraft.

defense.gov
28.09.2021

USN:
Laser Joint Direct
Attack Munition
program

The Boeing Co. is awarded a $344,567,300 modification (P00017) to a previously awarded, firm-fixed-price, indefinitedelivery/indefinite-quantity contract (N0001916D1002). This modification increases the contract ceiling to procure up
to a maximum quantity of 24,000 additional Precision Laser Guidance Sets in support of the Laser Joint Direct Attack
Munition program for Navy, Air Force and Foreign Military Sales customers. Work is expected to be completed in
February 2025.

globaltimes.cn
28.09.2021

CHN:
FC-31 stealth
fighter gets PL-15
missile, ‘among
the best in the
world’

China's second stealth fighter jet, the FC-31, made its reappearance at the Airshow China 2021 in Zhuhai, South China's
Guangdong Province, which kicked off on Tuesday, and this time, it is displayed together with the powerful PL-15E
beyond-visual-range air-to-air missile, as the missile, also used by China's J-20 stealth fighter jet, is announced to be
available for export for the first time. The PL-15E is an air-to-air missile with a maximum range of 145 kilometers guided
with a combination of inertial, satellite navigation, datalink and active radar, the Global Times learned from description
boards at the exhibition.
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globaltimes.cn
28.09.2021

CHN:
PL-10E shortrange air-to-air
missile and an
LS-6/250 precision
glide bomb

A scale model of the FC-31 is displayed at an entrance of the exhibition hall of the state-owned Aviation Industry
Corporation of China (AVIC), together with models of a PL-15E very-long-range air-to-air missile (see news above), a PL10E short-range air-to-air missile and an LS-6/250 precision glide bomb. The LS-6/250 is a guided precision glide bomb
with a maximum range of more than 100 kilometers and weights 294 kilograms. The
PL-10E is an advanced, very agile and aggressive short-range air-to-air missile that was announced to be available for
export during the Airshow China in 2018.
Domestic versions of the PL-15 and PL-10 missiles are used by advanced warplanes of the Chinese People's Liberation
Army (PLA) Air Force like the J-20 and J-16 fighter jets, observers pointed out.

raytheonmissilesanddefense.
com

USAF:
GBU-53/B
StormBreaker

F-15Es will be the first aircraft to carry the StormBreaker smart weapon made by Raytheon Missiles & Defense. Strike
Eagle pilots and WSOs had the chance to live drop numerous StormBreaker smart weapons during the United States Air
Force's Weapons System Evaluation Program this year.
(Systembeschreibung abrufbar unter:
https://www.raytheonmissilesanddefense.com/capabilities/products/stormbreaker-smart-weapon)

raytheon.com
27.09.2021

USAF:
Raytheon Missiles
& Defense,
Northrop
Grumman
successfully test
fire hypersonic
weapon

Raytheon Missiles & Defense in partnership with Northrop Grumman successfully completed the first flight test of a
scramjet-powered Hypersonic Air-breathing Weapon Concept, or HAWC, for the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency and the U.S. Air Force. The companies are on track to deliver a prototype system to the U.S. Department of
Defense. During the test, HAWC was carried under the wing of an aircraft before it was released. Seconds later, a solid
rocket motor boosted HAWC to supersonic speeds, where the scramjet engine ignited and accelerated the missile,
enabling it to reach hypersonic flight. The test validates the ability of HAWC's airframe and propulsion system to reach
and cruise at hypersonic speeds. Scramjet engines use high vehicle speed to forcibly compress incoming air before
combustion to enable sustained flight at hypersonic speeds – Mach 5 or greater – which is five times the speed of sound.
By traveling at these speeds, hypersonic weapons like HAWC are able to reach their targets more quickly than traditional
missiles, allowing them to potentially evade defense systems.
Raytheon Technologies and Northrop Grumman signed a teaming agreement last year to develop, produce and integrate
Northrop Grumman's scramjet engines onto Raytheon's air-breathing hypersonic weapons. The agreement enables both
companies to combine their capabilities to accelerate development and demonstrate readiness to produce the next
generation of tactical missile systems.
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alert5.com
27.09.2021

aviationweek.com
26.09.2021

MAR:
Morocco is new
operator of AGM154 JSOW

According to some press reports, Morocco is set to be the newest operator of the AGM-154 Joint Standoff Weapon
(JSOW).

USN:
Another new
variant of the
JASSM for the USN

An Aug. 18 U.S. Naval Air Systems Command (Navair) presolicitation notice referenced the “LRASM AGM-158C-2 Strike
Capability” in the public domain for the first time. Navair responded to AWST questions about 10 days later, confirming
that the AGM-158C-2 is the U.S. Navy’s first air-launched, land-attack cruise missile since the Boeing AGM-84K Standoff
Land Attack Missile-Extended Range entered service 21 years ago. The U.S. Navy will begin next year to purchase this
land-strike version of the AGM-158 cruise missile made by Lockheed Martin.

(Factsheet AGM-154 Joint Standoff Weapon (JSOW) abrufbar unter:
https://www.navair.navy.mil/product/jsow)

Air Power
reuters.com
06.10.2021

SAU/HOUTHI:
Saudi-led coalition
intercepts drone
attack on Abha
airport

The Saudi-led coalition fighting in Yemen said on Wednesday it intercepted an explosives-laden drone targeting Saudi
Arabia's Abha international airport, Saudi state TV reported. The coalition said the drone's debris scattered, four workers
at the airport were slightly injured, and the glass of some facades was shattered. Saudi state TV reported that navigation
traffic in the airport is normal after it was halted temporarily. The coalition blamed the Iran-aligned Houthis in Yemen
for the attempted attack. "The Houthi attempt to target civilians at Abha airport as a civilian airport is a war crime,"
state TV reported, citing the coalition. The coalition added that it is taking "operational measures to neutralize the
sources of threat" used in the attempted attack on the airport. It said it destroyed the drone's launching site in the
Yemeni province of Saada.

taiwannews.
com.tw
06.10.2021 09:25

TWN/CHN:
Chinese military
turboprop enters
Taiwan’s ADIZ

After several days of large shows of aerial force, a single Chinese military plane entered Taiwan’s air defense
identification zone (ADIZ) on Tuesday (Oct. 5), marking the fifth intrusion this month. One People’s Liberation Army Air
Force (PLAAF) Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare plane flew into the southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ, according to
the Ministry of National Defense (MND). In response, Taiwan sent aircraft, broadcast radio warnings, and deployed air
defense missile systems to monitor the PLAAF plane.
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janes.com
06.10.2021

taiwannews.
com.tw
05.10.2021 21:11

taiwannews.
com.tw
02.10.2021 20:02

BEL:
Belgium ends F-16
air operations in
Mideast
TWN/CHN:
56 Chinese
warplanes intrude
on Taiwan's ADIZ

Four Belgian F-16 combat aircraft returned to Kleine–Brogel airbase in Belgium on 1 October from a 12-month Operation
‘Desert Falcon' (ODF) deployment to al-Azraq, Jordan, to support Operation ‘Inherent Resolve' as part of the coalition
against the so-called Islamic State (IS), the Ministry of Defence announced on its website later the same day.

TWN/CHN:
39 Chinese
military planes
enter Taiwan’s
ADIZ, research
ship spotted

A total of 39 Chinese military aircraft entered Taiwan’s Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) Saturday (Oct. 2), the day
after a record 38 planes did so, and a Chinese research ship was spotted near Orchid Island. The Ministry of National
Defense said it recorded 26 J-16 fighter jets, 10 SU-30 jets, two Y-8 anti-submarine aircraft, and 1 KJ-500 early warning
aircraft violating the country’s ADIZ from the southwest during the day.

Taiwan's Ministry of National Defense (MND) reports that a record 56 Chinese military aircraft violated Taiwan's air
defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Monday (Oct. 4), surpassing all-time records set over the weekend.
On its real-time military update website, the MND announced the largest-ever single-day incursion by People's
Liberation Army Aircraft (PLAAF) on Monday. The aircraft included 34 Shenyang J-16 fighter jets, two SU-30 fighter jets,
two Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare (Y-8 ASW) planes, two KJ-500 airborne early warning and control aircraft (KJ500 AEW&C), and 12 Xian H-6 bombers. In a second report issued that evening, it announced four additional J-16 fighter
jets had entered the ADIZ. With the addition of the four fighters, the total for Monday rose to 56 military aircraft. The
aircraft all flew sorties in the southwest corner of Taiwan's ADIZ, just to the northeast of the Dongsha Islands. The MND
said that it scrambled combat patrol aircraft, issued radio warnings to tell the Chinese aircraft to turn back, and deployed
air defense missile systems.

In a separate development Saturday, the military said they had spotted the Chinese survey ship Xiang Yang Hong 03
sailing north 58 nautical miles east of Orchid Island late Friday. Early Saturday it was still moving in the same direction
off the coast of Hualien and Yilan counties. The appearance of the ship might have been connected to plans by Taiwan’s
National Chung-Shan Institute for Science and Technology (NCSIST) to conduct six waves of missile launches between
Oct. 1 and Oct. 15, CNA reported.
(Ergänzende Information taiwannews.com.tw vom 03.10.2021: The U.S. State Department on Sunday (Oct. 3) issued a statement
condemning the intrusion of 93 Chinese military aircraft into Taiwan's Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) over the weekend. The
U.S. State Department Spokesperson Ned Price said the U.S. is "very concerned" about China's "provocative" military actions near
Taiwan. He warned that this activity is "destabilizing, risks miscalculations, and undermines regional peace and stability.")
(Ergänzende Information focustaiwan.tw vom 03.10.2021: China's deployment of a record number of military aircraft to Taiwan's
air defense identification zone (ADIZ) for two consecutive days was a display of its joint combat capabilities, defense experts said
Sunday. Asked to comment, Chieh Chung (揭仲), a research fellow at the Taiwan think tank Association of Strategic Foresight, told
CNA that the incursions over the past two days had occurred both at night and during the day, in a show of the PLA's capabilities to
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deploy military assets to Taiwan at any time. Furthermore, Chieh said, the aircraft were from different squadrons, which was a
demonstration to Taiwan and United States of the PLA's joint combat capabilities and its ability to quickly assemble assets from
different units.)
(Ergänzende Information globaltimes.cn vom 03.10.2021: Chinese mainland military expert Song Zhongping told the Global Times
on Saturday that the increasing scale of exercises is normal and routine since the PLA needs more deployment to deter armed
forces on the island and foreign interference from other nations. Nighttime drills are important because combat could take place at
any time, Song said. The record-breaking PLA exercises over the past two days could also be related to recent movements of US
aircraft carriers, some other Chinese mainland military analysts said. Both the USS Ronald Reagan and USS Carl Vinson aircraft
carriers were sailing in waters near the island of Taiwan on September 27, the news website of the US Naval Institute reported on
the day.)

taiwannews.
com.tw
02.10.2021 03:01

TWN/CHN:
Record 38 Chinese
military planes
penetrate
Taiwan's ADIZ on
China's National
Day

Taiwan's Ministry of National Defense (MND) reports that a record 38 Chinese military aircraft had violated Taiwan's air
defense identification zone (ADIZ) on Friday (Oct. 1), China's national day. On its real-time military update website, the
MND released two reports of large incursions by People's Liberation Army Aircraft (PLAAF) on Friday.
In the first report, the MND stated that 18 Shenyang J-16 fighter jets, four SU-30 jets, two Xian H-6 bombers, and one
Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare (Y-8 ASW) plane intruded on the southwest corner of Taiwan's ADIZ.
The second report stated that 10 Shenyang J-16 fighter jets, two Xian H-6 bombers, and one KJ-500 airborne early
warning and control aircraft entered Taiwan's ADIZ. This time around, the fighters and bombers flew through a much
larger swathe of the southwestern section of the ADIZ.

alarabiya.net
02.10.2021
01:14 AM GST

SAU/HOUTHI:
Saudi Defense
Forces destroy
Houthi drone
aimed at Jazan

Saudi Defense Forces said Friday that they intercepted and destroyed an explosive-laden drone fired by the Iran-backed
Houthis. The drone was fired at Saudi Arabia’s Jazan.

ekathimerini.com
01.10.2021 12:35

GRC/TUR:
Turkish jets fly
over eastern
Aegean islets

As Turkey’s Foreign Ministry spokesman raged against this week’s Greek-French defense deal, Turkish fighter jets
conducted unauthorized flights over the eastern Aegean on Friday. At 11.26 a.m., a pair of Turkish F-16s flew over the
islets of Makronisi and Anthropofagoi near Fournoi, at an altitude of 29,000 feet. They were followed about a minute
later by another pair of jets flying in the same area at 11,000 feet.
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ac.nato.int
01.10.2021

NATO/CAN/ROU:
Canadian F-18
Hornets continue
enhanced Air
Policing in
Romania

On September 30, NATO's Combined Air Operations Centre at Torrejon, Spain, ordered two Canadian CF-188s Hornets
to take off from Constanta, Romania, and identify an aircraft flying close to the Romanian border in international
airspace above the Black Sea. The jets met and identified a Russian fighter aircraft which was not on a flight plan, not in
contact with civilian air traffic control nor sending transponder signals, posing a potential risk to civilian airliners. The
Russian aircraft never entered Alliance airspace. After successful identification the RCAF pilots returned to Mihail
Kogalniceanu Air Base.
.
Until the end of November, the Canadian CF-188s and a 150-strong Air Task Force will be deployed at Constanta on the
Black Sea shores to conduct NATO's enhanced Air Policing, patrolling the skies alongside their Romanian colleagues. This
is the sixth deployment of the Canadian Armed Forces under NATO and demonstrates Canada's commitment to Alliance
security.

timesofisrael.com
30.09.2021

ISR/HEZBOLLAH:
IDF drone crashes
in Lebanon

An Israeli military drone crashed in southern Lebanon on Thursday afternoon, with the Hezbollah terror group claiming
that it brought the device down. The Shiite organization said that it took down the drone at around 1:55 p.m., near the
outskirts of the town of Yater in southern Lebanon, by “targeting it with appropriate weapons.” Hezbollah later released
photographs of the drone, a model that appeared to have been made from off-the-shelf components, including a Sony
mirrorless camera. The Israel Defense Forces said that it was aware of Hezbollah’s claims but declined to immediately
comment on them. An IDF spokesperson said that he was looking into the matter. Such crashes are relatively common
with small drones like the one that went down on Thursday, and there are generally no concerns that intelligence can
be gleaned from the off-the-shelf devices.

taiwannews.
com.tw
30.09.2021 09:23

TWN/CHN:
Five Chinese
military planes
enter Taiwan’s
ADIZ

Five People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-16 fighter jets and one Shaanxi Y-8 electronic warfare plane
flew into the southwest corner of the ADIZ on Wednesday (Sept. 29), marking the 26th intrusion this month, according
to the Ministry of National Defense (MND). Taiwan sent aircraft, issued radio warnings, and deployed missile systems to
track the PLAAF planes.

taiwannews.
com.tw
29.09.2021 09:30

TWN/CHN:
Two Chinese
military
turboprops enter
Taiwan’s ADIZ

According to the Ministry of National Defense (MND) a People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shaanxi
Y-8 electronic warfare plane and a Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare aircraft both entered the southwest corner of
Taiwan’s ADIZ on Tuesday (Sept. 28), marking the 25th intrusion this month.
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alarabiya.net
28.09.2021
11:53 PM GST

SAU/HOUTHI:
Saudi air defenses
intercept Houthi
drone

Saudi air defenses on Tuesday intercepted an explosive drone launched by the Iran-backed Houthi militia towards the
Kingdom’s Khamis Mushait, according to the Arab Coalition. “Houthi militias continue their attempts to target civilians
and civilian objects,” the Arab Coalition said in a statement.

taiwannews.
com.tw
28.09.2021 10:25

TWN/CHN:
6 Chinese military
planes enter
Taiwan’s ADIZ

Two People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Shenyang J-16 fighter jets, one Shaanxi Y-8 electronic warfare plane,
one Shaanxi Y-8 anti-submarine warfare plane, and one KJ-500 airborne early warning and control aircraft flew into the
southwest corner of Taiwan’s ADIZ on Monday (Sept. 27), marking the 24th intrusion this month., according to the
Ministry of National Defense (MND). Meanwhile, one Shaanxi Y-9 electronic warfare plane flew into the southwest and
southeast corners of the identification zone. Meanwhile, one Shaanxi Y-9 electronic warfare plane flew into the
southwest and southeast corners of the identification zone.

en.yna.co.kr
28.09.2021

PRK:
N. Korea fires one
short-range
missile into East
Sea: JCS

North Korea fired one short-range missile into the East Sea on Tuesday, South Korea's Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) said, just
days after Pyongyang held out the prospect of an inter-Korean summit if the South drops "double standards." The missile
was fired from the North's Mupyong-ri in Jagang Province eastward at around 6:40 a.m., the JCS said, adding the South
Korean and U.S. intelligence authorities are analyzing the launch for additional information. It did not specify if the
projectile is a ballistic missile. But the Japanese government said it appears to be a ballistic missile and splashed into
waters outside its exclusive economic zone, according to Japan's Kyodo News. North Korea is banned from all ballistic
missile activities under the United Nations Security Council resolutions, though Pyongyang has claimed they are aimed
at beefing up self-defense against threats posed by South Korea and the U.S. If the projectile is confirmed to be a ballistic
missile, it would mark the third such launch so far this year, and the sixth known major weapons test if test-firings of
cruise missiles are taken into account.

SYR/IRN:
Unidentified
planes hits Iranian
militias in eastern
Syria - military
sources

Unidentified aircraft hit a base run by Iranian-backed militias in Syria's eastern province of Deir al Zor near the Iraqi
border where Tehran has in the last year expanded its military presence, residents and military sources said on Monday.
They said the strikes were south of the town of Mayadeen along the Euphrates River which has become a major base
for several Shi'ite militias, mostly from Iraq, since Islamic State militants were driven out nearly four years ago. Iranianbacked militia fighters patrolling the streets were put on heightened alert and ambulances were seen rushing to the
desert outskirts of the city after several explosions were heard, two residents said. The air attacks were not immediately
reported on Syrian state media, which has previously denied that thousands of Iranian-backed militia fighters are
deployed across large parts of the country.

reuters.com
28.09.2021
02:42 AM CEST

Over the past year, strikes by unmanned Israeli aircraft have concentrated on the border town of Albu Kamal, south east
of Mayadeen, that lies on a strategic supply route for Iranian-backed militias who regularly send reinforcements from
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Iraq into Syria. Western intelligence sources say Israel has expanded air strikes on suspected arms transfers and
deployments by Iranian backed militia and their Lebanese Hezbollah allies which support Syrian President Bashar alAssad.
The Intelligence
Community
27.09.2021

SYR/RUS:
Khmeimim Air
Base targeted by
rebel artillery

Turkish affiliated rebels in Syria targeted with artillery Khmeimim Air Base which is a Syrian airbase operated by Russia.
Khmeimim is hosting the vast majority of Russian air assets in Syria. According to reports from Pro- rebel outlets there
was no damage to the airbase. This attack comes as a response after a Russian airstrike yesterday destroyed an HQ
building of Syrian National Army (SNA) causing multiple casualties. Last week Russian Aerospace Forces intensified their
air campaign against rebel held areas in Idlib.
(Ergänzende Information tass.com vom 27.09.2021: Russian means of airspace monitoring at the Khmeimim air base in Syria
detected a drone launched by terrorists, Russian Reconciliation Center for Syria deputy commander Counter-Admiral Vadim Kulit
said Monday, adding that the drone was taken down by a Pantsir-S missile and artillery air defense system.)

rferl.org
26.09.2021
19:41 GMT

reuters.com
26.09.2021
07:22 PM CEST

SRB/XKX:
Serbian Jets Fly
Near Kosovo
Border As Top U.S.
Balkan Official
Heads To Europe
For Talks

Two Serbian warplanes flew close to a border crossing with its former province of Kosovo on September 26 amid an
intensifying dispute over license plates as U.S. and European Union officials scramble to calm the situation. Serbs on
September 20 began blocking two main roads leading into Kosovo to protest Pristina's ban on cars with Serbian license
plates. The tensions have boiled up into acts of violence with Kosovo on September 25 accusing Serbs of attacking two
offices run by Kosovo's Interior Ministry, including setting one of them on fire.

SYR/RUS/TUR:
Russia escalates
strikes in
northwest Syria,
Turkey sends
reinforcements
ahead of summit

Turkey sent reinforcements to the last rebel-held enclave in northwestern Syria as Russia stepped up air strikes there
on Sunday, several sources said, three days before leaders Vladimir Putin and Tayyip Erdogan are due to meet for talks.
Residents as well as opposition and military sources said that Russian jets bombed villages around the city of Afrin on
Sunday, intensifying air strikes on towns and villages held by Turkish-backed rebels which have escalated in the last
week. Rebel sources said at least five fighters from a Turkey-backed faction were killed while at least 12 civilians were
injured when Russian jets flying at high altitudes dropped ordnance, according to a network of plane spotters who
document sightings of jet fighters. The Russian bombing campaign has spread from Jabal al Zawya in Idlib province
further northwest to the Afrin area near the Turkish border, with shelling from Syrian army outposts aided by Iranianbacked militias.

Meanwhile, helicopters serving the NATO peacekeeping force in Kosovo, KFOR, have also been making regular flights
over the area since the dispute erupted. Media reported seeing Serbian jets circling the area on September 25.
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tass.com
26.09.2021
03:01 PM CEST

RUS/USAF:
Russian fighters
escort strategic US
bomber over
Pacific Ocean

Three Russian fighters Sukhoi-35S have been scrambled to escort a US strategic bomber B-52H, which approached
Russia's airspace, the National Defense Command Center told the media. "In order to identify and escort the foreign
plane three Sukhoi-35S fighter planes of the Eastern Military Region's air defense were scrambled. The fighters' crews
identified the target as a strategic B-52H bomber of the US Air Force and escorted it over the Pacific Ocean. There were
no violations of Russia's state border or dangerous proximity of planes in the air," the center said. According to the
Russian military, the Sukhoi-25S fighters returned to base after the US plane moved away from the Russian border.

english.alarabiya.net
24.09.2021

SAU/HOUTHI:
A Houthi drone
that was
destroyed by the
Arab Coalition.
(File photo:
Supplied)
Saudi defense
forces destroy
Houthi drone
heading towards
Abha

Saudi Defense Forces intercepted and destroyed a Houthi explosive drone launched towards Abha in Saudi Arabia, the
Arab Coalition said on Friday 24.09.2021. On Thursday 23.09.2021, Saudi Arabia’s Defense Forces destroyed three
explosive-laden Houthi drones that were heading towards the Kingdom and a ballistic missile that was targeting the
Jazan region.
(Ergänzende Information presstv.com vom 24.09.2021: Yemeni forces have fired a domestically-designed ballistic missile at a
position of Saudi militants loyal to the resigned Yemeni president in the country's central province of Ma'rib. Military sources,
speaking on condition of anonymity, told Yemen News Portal website that massive explosions were heard Thursday evening as the
missile hit an arms deport inside al-Khashina base south of the al-Juba district. Al-Khashina base is said to be one of the major
bases of Saudi-backed militants in Ma'rib, and serves as the headquarters of the 26th Brigade of forces loyal to former president
Abd Rabbuh Mansur Hadi.)

Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance
defenseone.com
06.10.2021

US ARMY :
How Well Can AI
Pick Targets From
Satellite Photos?
Army Test Aims to
Find Out

Two live GBU-32 bombs will be dropped on range targets selected by an artificial-intelligence tool on Thursday, part of
a U.S. Army effort to see how AI might soon be used on the battlefield. The F-35 strikes are part of the fourth iteration
of the XVIII Airborne Corps’s Scarlet Dragon exercise, which aims to test whether applying AI to multiple data streams
can speed up finding and hitting pre-invasion targets. The test will be run by operators with the XVIII Airborne Corps out
of Fort Bragg. The exercise uses the seed software behind Project Maven, the military’s flagship AI-for-targeting effort.
But whereas Maven looked at full-motion video feeds from drones, the Army effort applies that same technology to
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satellite images. That opens up an opportunity to operate in a much larger area. The exercise spans multiple ranges from
Virginia to Georgia, with thousands of potential targets spread over some 7,200 square kilometers.
northropgrumman.
com
05.10.2021

USAF :
Northrop
Grumman to
Design Signals
Intelligence
Sensor Prototype
for US Air Force

The U.S. Air Force has awarded Northrop Grumman Corporation a contract to complete the design of a next-generation,
open standards-based signals intelligence (SIGINT) sensor for high-altitude intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
(ISR) platforms. Under the Air Force’s Global High-altitude Open-system Sensor Technology (GHOST) program, the
company will deliver a design of a prototype sensor – including airborne and ground components – with an innovative,
open standards-based hardware and software architecture that can be scaled and configured to fly on multiple types of
manned and unmanned Air Force aircraft.

ukdefencejournal.
org.uk
03.10.2021

British and
American
surveillance
aircraft circle
Kaliningrad

British and American RC-135 Rivet Joint signals intelligence surveillance aircraft have been circling the Russian enclave
of Kaliningrad. The RC-135W Rivet Joint and its sensors are designed to ‘soak up’ electronic emissions from
communications, radar and other systems. This comes not long after British RC-135 were operating over Black Sea, this
heavy usage of the type demonstrates the apparent utility these aircraft have to the Ministry of Defence. The UK
operates three of these aircraft.

CHN :
Future AWACS to
be unmanned,
integrated

The Russian exclave of Kaliningrad is on the Baltic Sea and is sandwiched between Poland to the south and Lithuania to
the north and east. The territory was annexed from Germany in 1945.
.
The future airborne early warning aircraft and control system (AWACS) will be unmanned and integrated for future
warfare, a major developer told the Global Times. Zhang Shaofeng, deputy manager of Aviation Industry Corporation of
China (AVIC) Shaanxi Aircraft Corporation, told the Global Times that the AWACS will be a vital element for future
warfare, which will require integrated clusters of various types of aircraft.

globaltimes.cn
30.09.2021

When talking about the capabilities of China's AWACS, Lu Jun, chief designer of AVIC's KJ-2000 early warning aircraft,
said at a seminar in July that the KJ-2000, China's first operational AWACS, is one full generation ahead of the US' E-3C
AWACS and E-2C Hawkeye thanks to its phased array radar technology.
Cui Jixian, executive deputy designer of China's KJ-500 early warning aircraft and chief designer of the country's nextgeneration AWACS, said at the same July seminar that future AWACS would definitely become an information network
system that includes not just one single aircraft, but a cluster of platforms that can either operate together or alone.
The KJ-500 is one more generation ahead of the KJ-2000, meaning that China's AWACS is now leading the US by two
generations. Cui said that both large and small AWACS platforms are future trends.
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lockheedmartin.
com
29.09.2021

Lockheed Martin
demonstrates
ability to share
real-time
F-35 sensor data
with the
Australian
Defence Force at
Talisman Sabre
2021

The Lockheed Martin (LMT) F-35 Lightning II and Virtual Aegis Weapon System (VAWS) demonstrated the ability to share
real-time sensor data from Fort Worth, Texas, to Honolulu, Hawaii, and on to the Australian Defence Force during a
recent military exercise between the United States and Australia. The exchange of real-time F-35 data with non-F-35
platforms outside of the United States via the F-35’s multi-function advanced data link directly supports goals presented
in the Pacific Deterrence Initiative. This initiative includes using large-scale exercises to pursue innovative
experimentation in support of building joint all-domain information sharing capabilities.
“With this demonstration, the F-35 has proven that its sensor fusion capabilities make it the most advanced node in the
21st century warfare network-centric architecture,” said Bridget Lauderdale, Lockheed Martin vice president and
general manager of the F-35 program. In the 21st century battlespace, dominance will be determined by the ability to
securely connect high-tech platforms into one cohesive network that spans every domain – air, land, sea, space and
cyber. This recent demonstration strengthens the U.S. military’s interoperability with its allies against the heightened
strategic threat environment. Only the F-35 has the ability to reach into austere environments to provide critical realtime information back to allied defense forces.
The Aegis Weapon System’s versatility is reflected in afloat, ashore, expeditionary and virtual operations, with seven
nations utilizing Aegis’ proven multi-mission capability.

northropgrumman.c
om
28.09.2021

MESA Radar Sets
Sights on Airborne
Battlespace

Wedgetail. Peace Eagle. Peace Eye. Known by different names, the 737 Airborne Early Warning & Control (AEW&C)
system provides a long range picture of the battlespace with its enhanced Airborne Moving Target Indication (AMTI)
capability. Perched on top of the AEW&C system is the Northrop Grumman designed and built Multi-role Electronically
Scanned Array (MESA) sensor. The radar is the eyes of this impressive bird. The MESA radar electronically scans the skies
around the Boeing 737-based aircraft, providing the warfighter with an unrestricted 360-degree view.
MESA provides the ability to dynamically adjust to each unique or emerging tactical situation. The advanced radar can
extend its detection range without having to fly closer to a threat situation. By targeting its energy to the threat, the
sensor can nearly double its detection range in the emphasis location, all while maintaining a full background of the
entire battlespace. Compared to other surveillance radars, MESA also has higher update rates for enhanced tracking,
bringing battle management to the edge of the radar surveillance envelope. This powerful radar system enables tracking
of airborne and maritime targets simultaneously, including the ability to revisit high profile targets at rapid rates. At the
same time, MESA provides a fully integrated, world-class, long-range Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF) capability to
maintain continuous surveillance of the operational area.
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Currently, Australia, Turkey and South Korea have fielded AEW&C systems with production underway for the United
Kingdom’s first AEW&C system. Current production of the first MESA antenna for the United Kingdom’s AEW&C system.
(Vollständiger Beitrag abrufbar unter:
https://news.northropgrumman.com/news/features/mesa-radar-sets-sights-on-airborne-battlespace)

thalesgroup.com
25.09.2021

Active
Electronically
Scanned Array AESA RBE2 radar

The AESA RBE2 is the very high performance radar designed for the omnirole Rafale fighter. It has been designed in close
collaboration with Dassault Aviation and DGA -French defense procurement agency- to meet expectations of Air Forces
by combining advanced fire control radar detection and target tracking needs thanks to innovative technologies.
In a radar, an antenna is said to be «active» when it has a single subassembly for amplification of radiated power and
pre-amplification of received power. This is achieved by the antenna front end, which comprises an array of several
hundreds transmit/receive modules (T/R modules). By controlling each T/R module individually, the active antenna can
steer the radar beam at speeds of an electronic chip. This is called «electronic scanning in space» and effectively allows
the radar to overcome the mechanical constraints of steering a single antenna. It also allows the radar to track multiple
targets simultaneously in all directions. The active antenna thus replaces the conventional antenna and its mechanical
steering system, along with the radar transmitter and the first stage of signal reception. Compared to radars with
conventional antennas, the RBE2 provides unprecedented levels of situational awareness, with earlier detection and
tracking of multiple targets as well as the capability of using several radar modes at the same time:
•
•
•

All-aspect look-down/look-up detection and tracking of multiple air targets for close combat and long-range
interception of multiple sea or ground targets in jammed environment in all weather,
Real-time generation of three-dimensional maps for terrain-following,
Real-time generation of high resolution ground maps for navigation and targeting.

Furthermore, the AESA RBE2 brings the Rafale a number of other key operational benefits:
•
•
•
•

Extended range capabilities supporting low-observable target detection and full use of new weapon systems
such as the Meteor Air-to-Air missile,
Higher reliability for reduced maintenance and lower through life support costs,
Greater waveform agility for SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) imaging and improved resistance to jamming.
Dedicated to the Rafale, the RBE2 is the Europe’s first-ever AESA radar delivered to Forces.
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It is combat proven on board the Rafale for the French Air Forces. It also equips the Rafale for Egyptian, Indian and Qatari
Air Forces.
(Broschüre “AESA RBE2 Active Electronically Scanned Array Radar” abrufbar unter:
https://www.thalesgroup.com/sites/default/files/database/document/2021-04/Thales%20Radar%20AESA%20RBE2%20brochure%202020.pdf)
(Broschüre “Thales on board the RAFALE” abrufbar unter:
https://www.thalesgroup.com/sites/default/files/database/document/2021-04/Thales%20on%20board%20Rafale%20%20brochure%202020_1.pdf)

thedrive.com
23.09.2021

USAF :
E-7 Wedgetail
Radar Jets Eyed As
A Bridge To A
Space-Based
System By The Air
Force

The U.S. Air Force is now actively looking into the possibility of buying a fleet of E-7 Wedgetail airborne early warning
and control aircraft. The service’s top uniformed officer, Air Force Chief of Staff General Charles Q. Brown, says that
these aircraft could provide a "path" from the retirement of the aging fleet of E-3 Sentry Airborne Warning and Control
System jets, or AWACSs, and a future space-based radar capability. Brown also pointed out that the Wedgetail is in
service already with the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) and that the U.K. Royal Air Force (RAF) is now in line to buy
five of these jets to replace its own E-3s. South Korea and Turkey are also operators of this aircraft. Boeing first developed
the plane, which is based on the 737 Next Generation airliner airframe, specifically for Australia in the 1990s.
The more modern E-7 has the same general role as the E-3 Sentry (AWACS), and is immediately recognizable by the large
Northrop Grumman Multi-role Electronically Scanned Array (MESA) radar, which has air and sea-search modes, on top
of the rear end of the fuselage. The Wedgetail also has extensive communications and data-sharing capabilities to ensure
it can pass on relevant information to other friendly assets in the air, as well as at sea and on the ground.

Cyber- und Electromagnetic Warfare
info@hensoldt.net
07.10.2021

HENSOLDT
entwickelt
multifunktionalen
Störsender zur

Durch Kombination von Technologien der Künstlichen Intelligenz, der Digitalisierung, der elekt-ronischen
Signalsteuerung (Active Electronically Scanning Array, AESA) und des 3D-Drucks hat HENSOLDT unter der Bezeichnung
‚Kalaetron Attack‘ ein Multifunktions-Störsystem („Jammer“) entwickelt, das aktiv gegnerische Radare in einem extrem
breiten Frequenzband stören, aber auch passiv als Aufklärungssensor eingesetzt werden kann. Kernelemente des
Systems sind ein voll-digitalisierter, breitbandiger Sensor und Effektor, ein voll-polarisierbarer, elektronisch steuerbarer
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Abwehr neuer
Bedrohungen

Störsender und ein erst durch metallischen 3D-Druck ermöglichter, verdichteter Aufbau der Elektronikbauteile. Dadurch
ist es gelungen, den AESA-Jammer in ein relativ kleines Pod-System zu integrieren, das leicht in fliegende Platt-formen
integriert, aber auch für See- und Landanwendungen skaliert werden kann. Als nächs-ter Entwicklungsschritt ist die
Einrüstung in ein Luftfahrzeug geplant, um die jetzt schon her-ausragenden Laborergebnisse in realitätsnahen Flugtests
zu bestätigen.

scmp.com
07.10.2021

CHN:
China’s new J-16D
fighter jet has
been deployed to
an airbase near
Taiwan

China’s military has deployed its new J-16D fighter jet designed for electronic warfare to an eastern airbase near Taiwan,
according to satellite imagery and a People’s Liberation Army source. It comes amid heightened tensions across the
Taiwan Strait, with a record number of PLA warplanes sent into the island’s air defence identification zone in recent
days. It is not clear if the newest electronic warfare version that can jam enemy radars was among them. But a satellite
image released on Saturday by Canada-based Kanwa Defence Review shows a J-16D being housed at an airbase in Jiangxi
province. Andrei Chang, editor-in-chief of the defence magazine, said satellite imagery showed the J-16D had been
deployed to the Xiangtang airbase in Nanchang, Jiangxi in May. One satellite image shows hangars at the airbase that
can accommodate advanced fighter jets like the J-16D. A military source in Beijing who requested anonymity confirmed
that the J-16D had been deployed to the airbase, noting that it was in active service after making its debut at the recent
air show in Zhuhai. He called the surge of military activity near Taiwan “part of combat-readiness training.”

defense.gov
28.09.2021

USAF:
F-15 Eagle Passive
Active Warning
Survivability
System (EPAWSS)

The Boeing Co. has been awarded a $55,374,088 firm-fixed-price modification (PZ0010) to undefinitized contract action
FA8634-21-C-2702 for the F-15 Eagle Passive Active Warning Survivability System (EPAWSS) low-rate initial production.
Work is expected to be completed by Dec. 30, 2026.

globaltimes.cn
28.09.2021

CHN:
China’s J-16D
electronic warfare
aircraft reveals
jamming pods,
missiles at
Airshow China
2021

China's J-16D electronic warfare aircraft will reveal its jamming pods and missiles in its first public appearance at the
Airshow China 2021 in Zhuhai, South China's Guangdong Province, to be held from September 28 to October 3. The J16D is equipped with four jamming pods under its wings and air inlets, as well as two missiles under its belly, in addition
to the two electronic warfare pods on the wingtips. According to the description of the J-16D aircraft at the exhibition,
this is a new type of electronic warfare aircraft developed based on the J-16 fighter jet and it has a comprehensive
combat capability that integrates reconnaissance, attack and defense.
The J-16D can effectively counter hostile advanced air defense systems of early warning, command and communications
as well as interception and strike. The new aircraft will enhance the electronic warfare capability of the People's
Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force and boost its systematic combat capability.
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japantimes.co.jp
27.09.2021

JPN:
In first, Japan
names China,
Russia and North
Korea as
cyberattack
threats

The government on Monday adopted a draft cybersecurity strategy for the next three years, naming China, Russia and
North Korea as cyberattack threats for the first time. The strategy, expected to be endorsed by the Cabinet soon, said
the situation in cyberspace contains the “risk of rapidly developing into a critical situation” and that the three states are
suspected of being involved in hostile cyber activities. It also said Japan will take “tough countermeasures using every
effective means and capability available,” including diplomatic responses and criminal prosecutions.

aviationweek.com
26.09.2021

USAF:
EC-37B Compass
Call

The first of 10 EC-37B variants of the Gulfstream G550 has flown and will now be equipped by L3 Harris with the Compass
Call Baseline 3 electronic attack system under a plan to replace U.S. Air Force EC-130H.
(Ergänzende Information airforce-technology.com: EC-37B Compass Call electronic warfare (EW) aircraft is being developed to
provide improved electronic attack capabilities for the US Air Force (USAF) based on the Gulfstream G550 Conformal Airborne Early
Warning Aircraft (CAEW) airframe, which is a derivative of G550 business jet. It will be equipped with the existing Compass Call
electronic warfare system installed on the ageing Lockheed Martin-built EC-130H Compass Call electronic attack aircraft. The EC37B Compass Call aircraft is expected to provide enhanced stand-off jamming capability for the USAF, compared to the existing EC130H Compass Call, which has been operational with the USAF since 1982. The USAF plans to acquire ten EC-37B Compass Call
aircraft to replace the 14 EC-130H fleet. The first two EC-37B aircraft are expected to achieve the initial operational capability by
2023. The EC-37B Compass Call aircraft will be delivered to the 55th Electronic Combat Group (ECG) located at Davis-Monthan Air
Force Base in Tucson, Arizona. The 55th ECG will be the Compass Call aircraft’s sole operator for contingency operations globally.)

defense.gov
24.09.2021

USN:
MJU-68/B flare
infrared
countermeasures

Chemring Australia Pty Ltd. is awarded a $21,983,931 firm-fixed-price contract to procure 10,089 MJU-68/B flare
infrared countermeasures; 4,628 for the Navy, 1,440 for the Air Force, 685 for the government of Israel, 312 for the
government of Netherlands, 504 for the government of Norway, and 2,520 for the government of Great Britain in
support of the F-35 Lightning II program. Work is expected to be completed in July 2022.

globaltimes.cn
22.09.2021

CHN:
China’s J-16D
electronic warfare
jet to make debut
at Airshow China

The J-16D, the electronic warfare variant of China's J-16 fighter jet, will make its debut at the Airshow China next week.
This indicates that the aircraft is in service with the People's Liberation Army (PLA) and will give it an edge in
electromagnetic space with powerful jamming capability, experts said on Wednesday. The J-16D is China's domestically
developed electronic warfare aircraft based on the J-16 fighter jet, Guangdong-based news website southcn.com
reported. One of the most distinguishing characteristics of the J-16D, compared to the original J-16, is the two large
electronic warfare pods on the aircraft's wings, which will be used to disrupt and jam hostile electronic equipment,
including radar and communications systems, analysts said, noting that it also canceled the original infrared search and
track sensor in front of the cockpit since its main role is no longer air-to-air combat. The J-16D is also equipped with a
new avionics system and domestically made engines. It has undergone significant structural changes, including the use
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of a large amount of composite materials, Wang Ya'nan, chief editor of Beijing-based Aerospace Knowledge magazine,
told the Global Times on Wednesday. In real combat situations, electronic warfare aircraft can accompany other
warplanes and provide them with electronic warfare support, for example, conducting electronic jamming or deception,
Wang said, noting that they can also launch direct attacks on hostile radar installations or early warning aircraft.
(Ergänzene Information scmp.com vom 25.09.2021: The J-16D’s notable features are several antennas on its fuselage and an
electronic warfare pod on each wing, designed to jam and disrupt the targets of an enemy’s air defence system and launch antiradiation missiles for attacks, typically against an enemy radar, Guangdong-based news website southcn.com reported. It can also
protect other aircraft from enemy attacks, the report said.The aircraft was painted with the insignia of the People’s Liberation
Army (PLA), CCTV said. That indicates that it has been in service for the military.)
(Ergänzende Information defensenews.com vom 24.09.2021: Images of the J-16D taken on the ground and posted online show that
it has some notable differences from the standard J-16, the most prominent of which are a pair of pods mounted on its wingtips.
These are believed to perform a similar function to the Northrop-Grumman AN/ALQ-218 on the U.S. Navy’s Boeing EA-18G Growler
electronic attack aircraft, which is a passive, high performance signals intelligence sensor system used for detecting, identifying,
locating and analyzing sources of radio frequency emissions. Other distinctive differences from the J-16 include a noticeably shorter
nose radome suggesting that a smaller radar has been fitted, along with the lack of the cannon mounted on the right side of the
fuselage and the deletion of an infra-red search and track system on the front of the canopy.)
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RUS:
A special exercise
of electronic
warfare units of
the air defence
unit has begun in
the Baltic Fleet

A special exercise of electronic warfare units of the air defence unit has begun in the Baltic Fleet. At one of the training
grounds in the Kaliningrad region, a special exercise of electronic warfare units (EW) of the Baltic Fleet air defence unit
began using modern Krasukha-4S, R-934b Sinitca, R-330J Zhitel complexes. The servicemen perform tasks on the
electronic defeat of control points, nodes and means of communication, radio communication lines in all ranges of the
mock enemy, as well as inflict electronic strikes on unmanned aerial vehicle complexes. In addition, during the exercise,
the military personnel will perform tasks to suppress GPS navigation equipment. Electronic warfare systems are
designed to cover command posts, groups of troops, air defence systems, important industrial facilities from aerial radar
reconnaissance and high-frequency means of destruction.

Boden- und seegestützte Luftverteidigungssysteme
taiwannews.com.tw
07.10.2021

TWN:

The Ministry of National Defense has reportedly allocated an extra NT$9.4 billion (US$335.87 million) to allow for the
production of more Sky Bow III surface-to-air missiles, some of which are to be stationed on a small island near China,

Taiwan considers
stationing Sky Bow
III missiles on
small island near
China

the Liberty Times reported Thursday (Oct. 7). The Sky Bow program was initially budgeted at NT$74.8 billion to be spread
from 2015 to 2024, but the relentless intrusions by Chinese military aircraft into Taiwan’s air defense identification zone
(ADIZ) motivated the ministry to raise its spending, the report said. In addition, military installations to be completed in
June 2022 on the island of Dongyin, part of Lienchiang County that includes Matsu, could form part of a new missile
base, according to the report. Experts argue that as Dongyin lies 125 kilometers from the Chinese city of Fuzhou, the
stationing of missiles on the island will strengthen Taiwan’s protective network and act as an extra deterrent against
China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA).

economictimes.
indiatimes.com
06.10.2021

IND:
Hope India, US will
be able to resolve
differences over
S-400

US Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman on Wednesday hoped that the US and India will be able to resolve the
differences over New Delhi's procurement of a batch of S-400 air defence missile systems from Russia. Sherman told a
group of select journalists that any decision on possible sanctions on the S-400 deal will be made by President Joe Biden
and Secretary of State Antony Blinken. Chief of Air Staff Air Chief Marshal VR Chaudhary on Tuesday said that the first
batch of S-400 missile defence system will arrive in India by this year. In October 2018, India had signed a USD 5 billion
deal with Russia to buy five units of the S-400 air defence missile systems, despite a warning from the Trump
administration that going ahead with the contract may invite US sanctions.

reuters.com
01.10.2021
03:55 AM CEST

PRK:
N.Korea fires new
anti-aircraft
missile in latest
test

North Korea fired a newly developed anti-aircraft missile on Thursday, state media KCNA reported on Friday, the latest
in its recent series of weapons tests amid deadlocked denuclearisation talks with the United States. It was North Korea's
second known weapons test this week after launching a previously unseen hypersonic missile on Tuesday. It has also
fired ballistic missiles, and a cruise missile with potential nuclear capabilities, in recent weeks. The Academy of Defence
Science, a military weapons developer, said the test was aimed at confirming the practical functionality of the missile's
launcher, radar, comprehensive battle command vehicle and combat performance, according to the official KCNA news
agency. It added the missile has new key technologies such as twin rudder control and double impulse flight engine.

defense.gov
29.09.2021

USN:
Evolved
Seasparrow
Missile (ESSM)
Block 2

Raytheon Co. is awarded a $358,028,032 firm-fixed-price contract in support of the fiscal 2021-2023 Evolved Seasparrow
Missile (ESSM) Block 2 full rate production requirements. The ESSM program is an international cooperative effort to
design, develop, test, and procure ESSM missiles. The ESSM provides enhanced ship defense. This contract includes
options which, if exercised at the maximum quantities, would bring the cumulative value of this contract to
$1,278,097,632. This contract combines purchases for the Navy and the governments of Canada, Australia, Greece,
Germany, Norway, Turkey, Portugal, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Denmark under the NATO Seasparrow Consortium.
Work is expected to be completed by March 2025.
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tass.com
28.09.2021

IRQ:
Baghdad intends
to buy S-300s
from Russia, says
Iraqi lawmaker

Iraqi authorities plan to ink a contract with Russia on the shipment of the S-300 missile air defense system, says head of
the Iraqi Parliamentary Committee on Defense and Security Mohammad Rida al-Haider. However, the lawmaker noted
that the deal is now "on hold".

economictimes.
indiatimes.com
27.09.2021

IND:
New version of
Akash missile
successfully flighttested

A new version of the Akash missile was successfully flight-tested on Monday from the integrated test range at Chandipur
in Odisha, officials said. The missile -- 'Akash Prime' -- intercepted and destroyed an unmanned aerial target mimicking
an enemy aircraft in its maiden flight test, they said. "In comparison to the existing Akash system, Akash Prime is
equipped with an indigenous active RF seeker for improved accuracy. Other improvements also ensure more reliable
performance under a low-temperature environment at higher altitudes," said an official.

timesofisrael.com
27.09.2021

CZE:
Czech Republic to
procure Israelimade air defenses
to replace old
Soviet gear

The Czech government said Monday it would buy four Spyder short-range air defense system batteries from Israel by
2026 to replace obsolete Soviet-made weapons. The purchase comes as the country seeks to upgrade its military
equipment — and further boost ties with Israel, already a close Czech ally. The defense ministry said it would pay 13.7
billion Czech crowns (540 million euros, $630 million) for the system made by Israeli state-run company Rafael. The
contract also involves supplies by Czech companies amounting to more than 30 percent of its value. The ministry added
in a statement that it had considered nine different systems from seven producers.
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 05.10.2021: Israel has agreed to sell air defense systems to the Czech Republic in a deal
worth $520 million, Israel's Defense Ministry said on Tuesday. The deal is for four SPYDER batteries, which is a defense system
based on air-to-air missiles and is designed to intercept airborne threats including planes, helicopters and drones. The SPYDERs will
be produced by Israeli defense firm RAFAEL.)

defensenews.com
25.09.2021

US ARMY:
US Army mints
deal with Dynetics
to build Enduring
Shield system to
counter drones
and cruise missiles

The U.S. Army has finalized a $247 million contract with Leidos-owned Dynetics to build prototypes for its Enduring
Shield system to counter both drone and cruise missile threats, confirming the decision Defense News broke last month.
Dynetics will deliver 16 launchers, 60 interceptors and associated all-up-round magazines to the Army over a
performance period ending March 31, 2024, according to Army leaders in charge of the effort.
The deal comes after the service held a shoot-off that pitted Dynetics against a Rafael and Raytheon Technologies team.
Raytheon and Israel-based Rafael offered up the Iron Dome launcher and Tamir interceptor (known as SkyHunter in the
U.S.), while Huntsville-based Dynetics brought Enduring Shield, featuring a launcher based off the Army’s internally
developed, but later canceled Multi-Mission Launcher along with the Raytheon-produced AIM-9X Sidewinder
interceptor.
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(Ergänzende Information dynetics.com vom 03.06.2021: Dynetics has unveiled Enduring Shield, a mobile ground-based weapon
system designed to acquire, track, engage and defeat unmanned aircraft systems, cruise missiles, and rockets, artillery and
mortars. Derived from Dynetics technology and modified around previous Army science and technology programs, the Enduring
Shield solution has been bid to meet the Army's Indirect Fire Protection Capability Increment 2 program needs. In creating
Enduring Shield, Dynetics redesigned the launcher, created cost efficiencies, reduced complexity and refined capabilities. Enduring
Shield is capable of firing a range of missiles while, providing current and future growth capabilities. The system offers a 360degree envelope with the ability to engage multiple targets simultaneously. It can be fully integrated with the Army's Integrated Air
and Missile Defense Battle Command System, and offers both cyber resiliency and electronic warfare protections.)

cbsnews.com
24.09.2021

TUR/USA:
Turkey's president
defiant about
acquiring Russian
missile defense
system, despite
potential risk for
U.S.

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan said in an exclusive interview with CBS News this week that his government
intends to defy the U.S. and go ahead with the purchase of another Russian-made anti-aircraft missile defense system,
despite repeated warnings that it puts the security of the NATO alliance at risk. Both the Trump and Biden
administrations have maintained that the Russian S-400 system is a danger if activated in the same country that flies F35 jets. The U.S. government has said the S-400 would collect detailed information about the F-35s, possibly erasing
their stealth advantages. Turkey had previously bought F-35 jets, which gave the NATO member a role in their
production. But in retaliation for Turkey's S-400 purchase, the Trump administration halted its delivery of the F-35s,
dropped Turkey from the program and imposed sanctions on Turkish defense officials.
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 27.09.2021 02:11 AM CEST: President Tayyip Erdogan said Turkey still intended to buy a
second batch of S-400 missile defense systems from Russia, a move that could deepen a rift with NATO ally Washington and trigger
new U.S. sanctions.)
(Ergänzende Information dailysabah.com vom 28.09.2021: American senators warned Turkey they would extend new sanctions if
the country goes ahead with plans to purchase a new round of Russian-made air defense systems. The warning came after
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan last week said they still intended to acquire a new batch of S-400 defense systems, despite
Washington’s opposition.)

timesofisrael.com
23.09.2021

USA/ISR:
US House
approving Iron
Dome funding for
Israel

The US House of Representatives votes overwhelmingly to pass the Iron Dome Supplemental Appropriations Act, which
will send an additional $1 billion in funding for Israel’s missile defense system. The US House okays Iron Dome funding
in a 420-9 vote.
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Boden- und seegestützte Einsatzkräfte, Strategische Kampfmittel und Space Forces
iai.co.il
06.10.2021

EST:
Estonia Awards
Contract to
Proteus for Blue
Spear

Estonian Centre for Defence Investment (ECDI) has signed a contract with Proteus Advanced Systems Pte. Ltd., a joint
venture company of Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd. (IAI) and ST Engineering Land Systems Ltd. (ST), to equip the
Estonian Defence Forces with Blue Spear (5G SSM) land-to-sea missile system. The Blue Spear missile system is an
advanced precision weapon which can operate at all weather conditions, day and night and enables strike capabilities
beyond the line of sight, against mobile and stationary targets at sea. The missile’s maximum range is 290km. Blue Spear
missiles shares a heritage with IAI’s Gabriel missile family system which has been developed over many years. The Blue
Spear system enables launching from several land-based platforms with flight at high sub-sonic speed. The warhead
employs an active radar-homing seeker, accurate INS-based navigation capabilities and a robust system which is immune
to GPS disruptions and maximal accuracy target acquisition. The systems are equipped with a variety of deception means
to achieve its mission and cope with the different battle-field challenges.

tass.com
29.09.2021

RUS:
Russia completes
flight trials of
Tsirkon hypersonic
missile from
surface ships

Russia has successfully completed flight tests of its advanced Tsirkon hypersonic cruise missile, with launches from a
surface ship, namely the Admiral Gorshkov frigate, a source close to the Russian defense ministry has told TASS. Over
10 launches were performed, the latest of them in July," the source said. According to the source, the next series of
Tsirkon trials is to begin in November. Tests are expected to continue next year. After that, the delivery of the missiles
to the Russian armed forces will begin. On August 24, Russia’s Defense Ministry has signed a contract with a defense
contractor on the delivery of Tsirkon hypersonic missiles to the Russian troops during the Army-2021 defense forum.
According to NPO Mashinostroenia CEO Alexander Leonov, it has to be fulfilled by 2025.
Russian President Vladimir Putin earlier said that Tsirkon hypersonic missiles capable of flying at Mach 9 (nine times the
speed of sound) and striking targets at over 1,000 km would go on combat alert soon. The Russian Defense Ministry
announced on July 19 that the frigate Admiral of the Fleet of the Soviet Union Gorshkov had successfully test-fired a
Tsirkon hypersonic missile at a ground target. The missile flew at Mach 7 (seven times the speed of sound) across a
distance of over 350 km.
(Ergänzende Information tass.com vom 04.10.2021: A second test launch of a hypersonic cruise missile Tsirkon was carried out by
the crew of the nuclear-powered submarine The Severodvinsk for the first time beneath the sea surface from a depth of 40 meters
in the White Sea at a target in the Barents Sea.)

reuters.com
29.09.2021
03:40 AM CEST

PRK:
N.Korea tests new
hypersonic missile

The projectile North Korea fired off its east coast on Tuesday was a newly developed hypersonic missile, state news
media KCNA reported on Wednesday, the latest in a series of new weapons tested by the reclusive state.
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as it ramps up
weapon systems

The development of the weapon system increases North Korea's defence capabilities, KCNA said, describing the
hypersonic missile as "strategic weapon". The test could mean the North is joining an accelerating race to deploy the
weapon now involving the United States, Russia and China. It said the missile, called Hwasong-8, performed to its
technical targets "including the guiding maneuverability and the gliding flight characteristics of the detached hypersonic
gliding warhead."
Unlike ballistic missiles that fly into outer space before returning on steep trajectories, hypersonic weapons fly towards
targets at lower altitudes and can achieve more than five times the speed of sound - or about 6,200 km per hour (3,853
miles per hour). Hypersonic weapons are considered the next generation of arms that aim to rob adversaries of reaction
time and traditional defeat mechanisms.
(Ergänzende Information reuters.com vom 29.09.2021: The United States on Monday said it has tested an air-breathing hypersonic
weapon, marking the first successful test of the class of weapon since 2013. In July, Russia had successfully tested a Tsirkon(Zircon)
hypersonic cruise missile, a weapon President Vladimir Putin has touted as part of a new generation of missile systems without
equal in the world. Chang Young-keun, a missile specialist at the Korea Aerospace University, said the North's test of the hypersonic
gliding vehicle (HGV) was likely a failure, given the flight was clocked at Mach 2.5, citing reported assessment by South Korean
military intelligence. "The North's HGV technology is not comparable to those of the U.S., Russia or China and for now seems to aim
for short-range that can target South Korea or Japan," Chang said.)
(Ergänzende Information en.yna.co.kr vom 29.09.2021: North Korea's newly unveiled "hypersonic missile" appears to be at an early
stage of development and can be intercepted by South Korean and U.S. military assets, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) said
Wednesday. The assessment came hours after the North's official Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) said the country's Academy
of Defense Science conducted the first test fire of the hypersonic Hwasong-8 missile from Toyang-ri, Jagang Province, on Tuesday.
"Given the detected speed and other features of the 'hypersonic missile' North Korea said it test-fired yesterday, it appears to be at
an early stage of development that would require considerable time for actual deployment," the JCS said in a statement. The
North's missile reportedly flew at a speed of around Mach 3, though the military declined to confirm details, including its flight
range and altitude. Hypersonic missiles usually fly at a speed of at least Mach 5, or 6,125 kilometers per hour, and are capable of
striking targets from longer ranges within a shorter period of time, giving little time for enemies to respond.)

globaltimes.cn
28.09.2021

CHN:
China’s integrated
maritime defense
system including
YJ-18E missile
makes debut

China is displaying a domestic integrated maritime defense system at the 13th Airshow China, which kicked off on
Tuesday in Zhuhai, South China's Guangdong Province, which experts said can cover a wide range of requirements in
maritime defense. It is the first time that the system, including the latest YJ-18E missile, has been displayed to the public,
the Global Times learned from the China Aerospace Science and Industry Corp (CASIC) at the exhibition.
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The system is an integrated, modularized and systematic overall solution for surface attacks. It is capable of target
detection, command and control, firing strikes and weapon control. It includes the YJ-12E supersonic missile and CM802B subsonic missile, and it can be flexibly applied in multiple platforms, including ships, trains and other vehicles.
According to the CASIC, the YJ-18E missile system uses a combined mechanism of subsonic cruise and supersonic strikes,
showing advantages on both ends: the long-range cruise ability of subsonic missiles and the end-phase attacks by
supersonic missiles. It is capable of attacking medium- and large-sized ships and formations with a low risk of being
detected, and it can also attack small ships and fixed targets on the ground.
The missile can fly at extremely low altitudes. Its multiple guidance modes can be adapted for precise attacks against
numerous targets at sea or on land, as well as vehicle- and ship-based launches.
The integrated maritime defense system also includes the YJ-12E and CM-802B missiles, which both can be applied on
multiple platforms. The former is mainly used to attack medium-sized and large ships, as well as high-value targets,
while the latter can conduct attacks on ships from multiple angles.
The CM-708UNB and CM-103 are also part of the system. The CM-708UNB is a submarine-launched anti-ship missile
that can mainly be used in attacking medium- and large-sized ships, and it also can be used for attacking targets on the
ground. The CM-103 missile system can attack various targets via changing different seekers.
scmp.com
26.09.2021

CHN:
Chinese scientists
eye hypersonic
weapon able to
‘fry’ telecoms
systems in 10
seconds

Defeat an army without a fight and without casualties? Quite possible, if a new type of hypersonic weapon proposed by
a team of rocket scientists in China becomes reality. Designed to generate intense electromagnetic pulse capable of
wiping out communication and power supply lines, the weapon would have a range of 3,000km – about the distance
from China’s east coast to Guam. Cruising at six times the speed of sound, it would cover this distance in 25 minutes.
Unlike ballistic missiles, it would stay within the earth’s atmosphere to dodge space-based early warning systems, while
using active stealth technology to avoid detection by radars on the ground, according to the team of researchers at the
China Academy of Launch Vehicle Technology in Beijing. And when the weapon explodes over the target area, no lives
would be at risk. Rather, the strong electromagnetic waves produced would “cause the effective burnout of key
electronic devices in the target information network within a range of 2km,” engineering scientist Sun Zheng and his coresearchers at the China Academy said in a paper published this month, in a domestic journal titled Tactical Missile
Technology.
(Vollständiger Artikel abrufbar unter:
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3150168/chinese-scientists-eye-hypersonic-weapon-able-fry-telecoms)
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Geo- und Sicherheitspolitik, militärische Übungen
economictimes.
indiatimes.com
06.10.2021

IND:
Will buy Jets,
won't achieve goal
of 45 squadrons:
Air Chief Marshal
VR Chaudhari

The air force will not be able to achieve the sanctioned strength of 42 fighter squadrons in the next decade but is
planning to go ahead with the acquisition of indigenous fifth generation fighters as well as 114 foreign designed, Indian
built jets to boost numbers, Air Chief Marshal VR Chaudhari has said. Saying that the air force is committed to the
Advanced Multirole Combat Aircraft that is being developed by DRDO, the top officer expressed hope of inducting it in
the early years of the next decade, adding that the case for acquiring 114 fighter jets is being processed. The air force
will soon face a shortage in its squadron strength, which could fall below 30 as plans are in place to retire the four
remaining MiG 21 squadrons within four years. With the Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Mk 1A expected to enter service
only by 2024, the air force will see a dip in numbers, even as both fronts demand remains high alertness levels.
Sources said that the debate over increasing the order for locally built LCA fighter jets remains open, though the
timelines promised by DRDO for its AMCA program will preclude the need for another version beyond the Mk1A on
order. On the competition for 114 'foreign designed, India built' fighter jets, the air force said that a competitive process
is underway. On additional Rafale jets, Chaudhari said performance of the aircraft is excellent but he could not comment
if it would be the frontrunner for the competition.

@IAFsite:
06.10.2021

ISR:
The international
aerial exercise “Blue Flag”, led by
the Israeli Air
Force, is set to
begin in two
weeks.

Taking part in the exercise are air forces from the United States (USAFE & AFCENT), Germany, Italy, the UK, France,
Greece, and India. During the exercise, fighter jets from the different countries will drill various operational scenarios,
including dealing with ground and aerial threats, flying in an unfamiliar environment, and more.

reuters.com
06.10.2021

TWN:
Taiwan defence
minister says
China will have
ability to mount
full scale invasion
by 2025

Taiwan Defence Minister Chiu Kuo-cheng said on Wednesday China will be capable of mounting a full scale invasion of
the democratic island by 2025. Over a four day period beginning last Friday, Taiwan reported close to 150 Chinese air
force aircraft entered its air defence zone, part of a pattern of what Taipei calls Beijing's continued harassment of the
Chinese-claimed island.
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reuters.com
03.10.2021

DZA/FRA:
Algeria closes
airspace to French
military, French
army says, as row
grows

Algeria has closed its airspace to French military planes, France's military said on Sunday, escalating the biggest row
between the countries in years. A spokesperson for the French Armed Forces said Algeria had closed its airspace to two
flights, but that it would have "no major consequences" for operations in the Sahel region, south of Algeria. Algeria's
government and military were not immediately available for comment on the closure of airspace. France has about
5,000 troops in the Sahel region, south of Algeria, fighting alongside regional militaries against Islamist militant groups
mainly in Mali and Niger.

debka.com
02.10.2021

AZE/IRN/ISR:
Large Iranian
military drill on
Azerbaijan border
targets Baku’s ties
with Israel

Iran-Israel tensions moved to a new arena on Friday, Oct. 1 when Iran launched a large scale military drill for a show of
force against neighboring Azerbaijan and its military ties with Israel. On Thursday, Iranian Foreign Minister Hossein
Amirabdollahian warned that Iran “does not tolerate the presence and activities of the Zionist regime against its national
security and will do whatever necessary in this regard.” Iran has accused Azerbaijan of allowing Israel to use its territory
for certain alleged hit-and-run attacks on its nuclear facilities, including the assassination of its nuclear program’s chief
Mohsen Fakhrizadeh last November. Baku is also accused of allowing Israel to set up surveillance facilities to spy on Iran.
Tehran was especially infuriated last tear by its ally Armenia’s defeat by Azerbaijan in their conflict over Nagorno
Karabakh, thanks, it was claimed, to the Israel-supplied high-tech assault drones and other equipment that smashed
Armenian tank columns.

jpost.com
02.10.2021

ISR/IRN:
Head of Military
Intelligence: Iran
not getting the
bomb any time
soon

According to Israel’s Military Intelligence head Maj.-Gen. Tamir Hayman, while the levels of enriched uranium are
“disturbing,” the Islamic Republic still has a long way to go before acquiring a functioning nuclear bomb that can threaten
Israel. “There is an enriched amount [of uranium] in volumes that we have not seen before and it is disturbing. At the
same time, in all other aspects of the Iranian nuclear project, we see no progress,” Hayman said in an interview with
Walla News.

airforcemag.com
01.10.2021

USAF:
Air Force Activates
First F-35
Squadron in
Europe Ahead of
Fighters’ Arrival

In a move more than five years in the making, the U.S. Air Force activated its first squadron of Europe-based F-35As at
RAF Lakenheath, U.K., on Oct. 1, as the service prepares to deliver the first fighters in the coming months. The 495th will
consist of 27 F-35s and around 60 personnel, according to a 48th Fighter Wing release announcing the squadron’s
activation. The Air Force plans to eventually base a total of 48 F-35s at Lakenheath in two squadrons. The first F-35s
were originally slated to arrive in Europe in 2020, but construction delays bumped the activation to 2021. The squadron
will be nicknamed the Valkyries, after the female figures in Norse mythology who choose who will live or die in battle.

defenseone.com
30.09.2021

USA:
Pentagon says
“over the horizon”

“Over the horizon” strikes against terror groups in Afghanistan will be conducted under the war powers act Congress
authorized just days after the Sept. 11 attacks in 2001, the Pentagon said Thursday. The Biden administration has said
such strikes will help the U.S. prevent terrorist attacks on American soil without the need for U.S. troops on the ground.
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strikes in
Afghanistan will
be conducted
under the AUMF
passed two
decades ago.

But some in Congress question whether the two-decade-old law actually authorizes such strikes. In this week’s hearings,
several lawmakers demanded details about how the strikes would be conducted.

spangdahlem.af.mil
30.09.2021

USAFE/NLD:
52nd FW ACE
Deployment to
the Netherlands

Airmen assigned to the 52nd Fighter Wing at Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany, deployed to Leeuwarden Air Base,
Netherlands, from Sept. 10-17 in order to achieve two operational objectives. First, they traveled to the Netherlands to
execute a short-notice Agile Combat Employment. Second, they deployed to integrate with coalition F-16 Fighting Falcon
and F-35 Lightning II aircraft during the Suppression of Enemy Air Defense phase of the Weapons Instructor Course
which included participants from the Netherlands, Norway and Belgium. "The integration with NATO F-35 Lightning II
aircraft is paramount to unleash the full fighter capabilities to overcome the contested environments that our
adversaries will throw at us," said Loomis. "Previously, Spangdahlem's F-16s were the only SEAD fighter platform in
USAFE. Evolving SEAD capabilities with the effects that the F-35 Lightning II aircraft brings to the table increases
survivability of NATO assets exponentially."

jpost.com
30.09.2021

IRN:
Fire in Iran
occurred at secret
IRGC missile base

A fire erupted in an IRGC facility in Iran on Sunday leaving two dead and one injured. On Thursday, Tel Aviv-based
ImageSat International - ISI, a commercial servicer for satellite images - estimated that the facility was not just any
military compound - it was a secret missile base. It is still unclear why the fire erupted on Sunday. A series of explosions
and fires have hit industrial sites across Iran, including a number of petrochemical plants, in recent months and over the
past year. Iranian officials have referred to most of the cases as incidents or accidents, although some reports have
claimed that at least some of them involved foul play. The aging infrastructure in Iran has also been blamed for at least
some of the incidents. Frequent blackouts have plagued Iran recently amid a heatwave.

nzz.ch
30.09.2021

Chinas
geostrategische
Lage
ist gar nicht so gut

Peking wird stärker – doch die USA sind auch langfristig in der besseren Position
von Erich Vad. Er war jahrelang militärpolitischer Berater der deutschen Bundeskanzlerin Angela
Merkel. Heute ist er Inhaber der Beratungsfirma Erich Vad Consulting.
(Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.nzz.ch/international/aukus-china-wird-staerker-trotz-geostrategisch-unguenstiger-lage-ld.1647454)

breakingdefense.
com

Likely Base For
Second Polish F-35

Officially, a second location for the F-35A unit has yet to be chosen by the government here. But while speaking at MSPO,
JR McDonald, Lockheed’s vice president of business development for the integrated fighter group, identified the likely
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Squadron
Identified

spot for the squadron as the 21st Tactical Air Base “Maj Stefan Stec” in Świdwin, in north-western Poland. The location
is not a major surprise, as it makes sense on paper. Świdwin is now home to an Polish Air Force squadron equipped with
a dozen aging Russian-made Su-22M4 Fitters and six Su-22UM3K trainers.
Świdwin, located roughly 60KM from the Baltic Sea, would provide easy access for F-35s to meet up with allied airpower
if needed. The Su-22s at the base are already used to support many NATO exercises in the region, like Baltops, Astral
Knight, or Spring Storm, to improve allied air operations and interoperability in a realistic training environment.
However, Świdwin, like all Polish Air Force bases, are situated in the range of Russian 9K720 Iskander (SS-26 Stone)
mobile short-range ballistic missile systems as well as S-400 Triumf (SA-21 Growler) air defense systems, both deployed
at Kaliningrad. The first squad of of Polish F-35As has already been announced as being based at 32nd Tactical Air Base
in Łask, in the central part of the country. Currently that base is home to an F-16C/D Block 52 unit.
During his comments, McDonald said manufacturing of Poland’s first F-35 will start next year and will be Block 4 with
the Technical Refresh 3 upgrade, which includes a new core processor, a radar upgrade and a new cockpit display, as
well as numerous software improvements, including enhanced electronic warfare capabilities. According to McDonald,
the “majority, if not all 32 Polish F-35As will be updated to Block 4, and Poland will not pay any additional cost for that.
There is no reason to worry, because Polish F-35s will be manufactured in Lot 16, and TR-3 is on track to be deployed
into Lot 15 aircraft in 2023.”

tasnimnews.com
28.09.2021

IRN:
Plans Formulated
to Combat Israeli
Threats: Iranian
Military Official

An official at Iran’s Khatam al-Anbia Central Base said plans have been devised to counter the threats posed by the
Zionist regime, as Tehran has prepared multiple “operational and intelligence scenarios” for action against Israel’s
sensitive centers and strategic systems as well as the US’ sources in connection with Israel. The senior defense official
warned that the Iranian Armed Forces can inflict heavy and irreparable costs on the enemies.

government.se
24.09.2021

Joint Statement
European
Intervention
Initiative Meeting
of the Ministers of
Defence

Since the launch of the European Intervention Initiative in 2018, it has grown to include thirteen European states who
share the aim to develop a common strategic culture to meet the challenges facing Europe. These challenges are
becoming more severe and urgent than in decades. Today, Ministers of Defence, or their representatives, of Belgium,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United
Kingdom met in Stockholm, Sweden, to exchange views on current security and defence challenges.
(Vollständige Medienmitteilung abrufbar unter:
https://www.government.se/statements/2021/09/joint-statement-european-intervention-initiative-meeting-of-the-ministers-ofdefence/)
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24.09.2021

janes.com
23.09.2021

SWE/FIN/NOR:
The defence
ministers of
Denmark, Norway
and Sweden sign a
trilateral
Statement of
Intent on
enhanced
operational
cooperation

A serious security crisis in the Nordic region would affect us all, and we need to be prepared and equipped to act together
in peace, crisis and conflict. Coordination of national operational planning will improve our ability to act together if so
decided.

FRA:
France increases
defence budget

France continues to raise defence spending, which will reach EUR40.9 billion (nearly USD48 billion) in 2022, a EUR1.7
billion increase on 2021. The breakdown of the draft budget approved by the Council of Ministers on 22 September will
be EUR23.7 billion for equipment, EUR12.6 billion for salaries, and EUR4.6 billion for operating costs. In addition, EUR1.2
billion will be set aside for overseas operations, mainly ‘Barkhane' in Africa.

(Vollständige Medienmitteilung “Trilateral Statement of Intent on enhanced operational cooperation” abrufbar unter:
https://www.government.se/press-releases/2021/09/the-defence-ministers-of-denmark-norway-and-sweden-sign-a-trilateralstatement-of-intent-on-enhanced-operational-cooperation/)

defence24.com
22.09.2021

POL:
Poland Boosts
2021 Defence
Budget by More
than 1.5 billion

The Ministry of Finances announced that Poland's budget is to be amended, with an increase of defence expenditure of
PLN 6.3 billion, or approx. USD 1.6 billion (12.2%). This means that the GDP share of defence spending could be around
2.4% or higher.

puolustusvoimat.fi
21.09.2021

FIN/SWE:
Ruska 21 to
involve 50 aircraft
and 3,300
personnel

The Finnish Air Force will conduct the Ruska 21 air operations exercise on 4‒9 October 2021. Flight operations will be
conducted around the clock. Fifty aircraft and around 3,300 personnel will take part in the service’s main exercise at
different locations across Finland. The Swedish Air Force will also participate in Ruska 21. Ruska 21 is the most significant
exercise of the Air Force in 2021. It aims to sustain and develop the readiness of Finland’s air defence.
The Finnish Air Force monitors and secures Finland’s airspace 24/7 throughout the year. Ruska 21 enables active duty
personnel, reservists and conscripts to train their emergency conditions tasks in practice. Exercises such as Ruska that
include all the elements of an air operation maintain and enhance the Air Force’s readiness to execute demanding flight
operations by taking advantage of the large base network.
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Ruska 21 is part of the Finnish-Swedish defence cooperation. The Swedish Air Force will deploy JAS 39C/D Gripen multirole fighters and an Argus airborne early warning and control (AEW&C) aircraft to the exercise. The Swedish
detachments will fly from the air bases of Pirkkala and Luleå, Sweden.
Around 50 aircraft will participate in the exercise; the majority of them being F/A-18 Hornet multi-role fighters. In
addition to the F/A-18s, participating aircraft include Hawk jet trainers, Air Force transport and liaison aircraft, an Army
NH90 transport helicopter and a Border Guard Dornier Do 228 patrol aircraft. Ground-based air defence (GBAD) units
will operate at the Pirkkala Air Base and Lohtaja training area.
Ruska 21 air operations will include flight missions at low altitudes, and supersonic flying at 10-kilometre altitude above
the mainland. The main bases for the forces training air defence tasks will be Rissala and Pirkkala. The F/A-18s of the
defending unit will also fly from the Savonlinna, Varkaus, Kokkola-Pietarsaari, Seinäjoki and Kajaani airports as well as
the Vieremä road base, following the Air Force's mobile operational concept. The Air Force transport and liaison aircraft
will operate also from Pori during the exercise. The aircraft emulating the adversary will fly from Rovaniemi, Oulu and
Luleå, Sweden.
sputniknews.com
20.09.2021

SWE:
Sweden Raises
Taxes to Finance
Largest Military
Investment in
Modern Times

The Swedish government has presented a massive tax hike programme aimed at financing a new expansion of the
military, which at the current stage includes five new regiments and a new air flotilla (Gripen E). The build-up, which at
the current stage includes new dragoon, amphibious and artillery regiments spanning across the country, implies a 40percent hike in military expenditures. To partially finance it, the Swedish government has announced new tobacco and
alcohol taxes as well as stricter taxes on foreign shareholders' dividends.

Analysen, Studien, Reports, Fact Sheets, Infographics, Podcast und Videos
jpost.com
07.10.2021

IRN:
The world is
waking up to
Iran’s drone threat

Iran’s drone program, unlike its nuclear weapons program, is not secretive. The Islamic Republic openly brags about its
drone capabilities.
(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/the-world-is-waking-up-to-irans-drone-threat-681312)
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edition.cnn.com
05.10.2021

news.usni.org
04.10.2021

crsreports.
congress.gov
22.09.2021

CHN/TWN:
5 things to know
about China's
record surge of
warplanes near
Taiwan

China's record number of incursions of warplanes into Taiwan's defense zone over the past four days plays to Beijing's
military strengths while sending potent messages both at home and far beyond the self-governed island, Western
analysts say.

USN:
USNI News Fleet
and Marine
Tracker: October
04, 2021

These are the approximate positions of the U.S. Navy’s deployed carrier strike groups and amphibious ready groups
throughout the world as of October 04, 2021, based on Navy and public data. In cases where a CSG or ARG is conducting
disaggregated operations, the chart reflects the location of the capital ship.

USAF:
Air Force B-21
Raider Long-Range
Strike Bomber

CRS Report – Prepared for Members and Commitees for Congress:
The Department of Defense is developing a new long-range bomber aircraft, the B-21 Raider (previously known as LRSB), and proposes to acquire at least 100 of them. B-21s would initially replace the fleets of B-1 and B-2 bombers, and
could possibly replace B-52s in the future.

(Vollständige Analyse abrufbar unter:
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/10/05/asia/china-taiwan-warplane-incursions-analysis-intl-hnk-ml/index.html)

(Infographic abrufbar unter:
https://news.usni.org/2021/10/04/usni-news-fleet-and-marine-tracker-oct-4-2021)

(Vollständiges Dokument abrufbar unter:
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R44463)

defense.gov
10/2020

2020 Department
of Defense
Electromagnetic
Spectrum
Superiority
Strategy

The Nation has entered an age of warfighting wherein U.S. dominance in air, land, sea, space, cyberspace, and the
electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) is challenged by peer and near peer adversaries. These challenges have exposed the
cross-cutting reliance of U.S. Forces on the EMS, and are driving a change in how the DoD approaches activities in the
EMS to maintain an all-domain advantage.
(Vollständiges Dokument abrufbar unter:
https://media.defense.gov/2020/Oct/29/2002525927/-1/-1/0/ELECTROMAGNETIC_SPECTRUM_SUPERIORITY_STRATEGY.PDF)
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Thomas Bosshard – Pro Schweizer Luftwaffe – thomasbosshard@bluewin.ch
Dr. Peter Forster – Das Bulletin Nr. 1 – https://bulletin-1.ch/
H.U. Helfer – Informationsgruppe Pro Kampfflugzeuge – helfer@presdok.ch
Daniel Hildinger – Verein Schweizer Armeefreunde - www.chaf.ch
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° Christoph Vollenweider – Gruppe Luftverteidigung – www.lilienberg.ch
Neuabonnement NACHBRENNER

Für eine regelmässige, kostenlose Zustellung des NACHBRENNER übermittelt man
seine Mailadresse an konrad.alder@bluewin.ch.
Auf die gleiche Art erfolgt die Annulation des Abonnements.
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Heute überlegen - Morgen überlegen

F-35 vs. 4. Generation
F-35A

4TH GEN

Die F-35 liefert der Schweiz die preiswerteste Lösung mit dem
leistungsfähigsten Kampfflugzeug der Welt und stellt damit einen
Technologiesprung gegenüber herkömmlichen Kampfflugzeugen dar. Mit
einem bereits laufenden, starken Follow-on-Modernisierungsprogramm
ist die F-35 so positioniert, dass sie die aktuellen und zukünftigen
Verteidigungsfähigkeiten der Schweiz erfüllt.

JA

LO/TarnkappenTechnologie

NEIN

JA

Integrierte Sensorfusion

NEIN

JA

360-GradLagebilderkennungssystem
(situational awareness)

NEIN

JA

Vernetzte
Operationsfähigkeit

Beschränkt

>9x

Elektronische
Kriegsführung

Geringe Leistung/Nur
ausserhalb von
geschütztem Gebiet

JA

Interner Waffentransport

NEIN

JA

Vollständig integrierte
Sensoren

NEIN

JA

Missionsflexibilität während
des Einsatzes

NEIN

JA

Datenhoheit/Datenschutz

JA

Vergleichbar

Lärmemission

Vergleichbar

JA

Grosse interne
Treibstoffkapazität

NEIN

JA

Auto GCAS

Beschränkt

F-35 Lightning II
Frieden durch Stärke

Mehr als

10+ internationale Betreiber
Programm mit

3000+ Flugzeugen

$
$

5. Generationsfähigkeit zum
Preis der 4. Generation

Niedrigste
Lebenszykluskosten
Optimierter Betrieb
zur Sicherstellung
der schweizerischen
Autonomiebedürfnisse
Kontinuierliche Modernisierung
für die nächsten 50+ Jahre
www.lockheedmartin.ch
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Unerreichte Fähigkeiten im Bereich der
Luftverteidigung

Hochentwickelte Sensoren

Da die Technologie immer weiter voranschreitet und Kampfflugzeuge der
4. Generation veralten, gewährleistet die F-35 als Kampfflugzeug der 5.
Generation die nötige Stärke für die Aufrechterhaltung des Friedens – jetzt
und in den kommenden Jahrzehnten. Die Fähigkeit der 5. Generation wird
durch die Kombination von Low Observable (LO)-oder Tarnkappentechnologie,
hochentwickelte Multispektralsensoren, integrierte Sensorfusion sowie
vernetzte Operationsfähigkeit definiert – dies alles verpackt in einem
Überschall- und Langstreckenkampfflugzeug mit hoher Manövrierfähigkeit.
Mit dieser fortschrittlichen Technologie bietet die F-35 ein unerreichtes Mass
an Einsatzflexibilität und Effizienz.

Die F-35 verfügt über die fortschrittlichsten
Multispektralsensoren aller bisher gebauten
Kampfflugzeuge, einschliesslich:

Aktives AESA-Radar (Electronically
Scanned Arrays) mit elektronischer
Abtastung

AESA

360˚

Distributed Aperture System (DAS)

DAS

Elektrooptisches Zielsystem (EOTS)

EOTS

Helmmontiertes Anzeigesystem

Tarnkappenfähigkeit

Mit der Low Observable (LO)- oder
Tarnkappentechnologie hat die F-35 eine
unübertroffene Fähigkeit, in Umgebungen
mit einer starken Bedrohung zu operieren
und zu überleben.

Elektronisches Kriegsführungssystem

Integrierte
Sensorfusion

Mach

1.6

Die fortschrittliche Sensorfusion der
F-35 erzeugt ein einziges integriertes
Lagebild des Luftraums, welches dem
F-35-Piloten bei der Wahrnehmung und
Entscheidungsfindung einen erheblichen
Vorteil bietet.

Überschallgeschwindigkeit
& grosse Reichweite

Mit einer Maximalgeschwindigkeit von Mach 1.6 bei vollständiger Waffen- und
Treibstoffzuladung, ist die F-35 ein echtes Überschallkampfflugzeug mit
grosser grosser Reichweite, was bei Kampfflugzeugen der 4. Generation,
welche Waffen und Treibstoff extern transportieren, nicht der Fall ist.

Vernetzte Operationsfähigkeit

0101010101010101010101
0100110101101011011010
1010100111010011101110
01011011101110111011101
011101001101100110011001
011011101101101100100111
0011010101010101100110110

Fortschrittliche Schnittstellen ermöglichen es der F-35,
autonom oder im Verbund innerhalb schweizerischer
Führungs- und Informationssysteme zu arbeiten.

Multimissionsfähigkeit

Das modernste MehrzweckKampfflugzeug der Welt
Die F-35 definiert als Kampfflugzeug der 5. Generation
die souveränen Verteidigungsfähigkeiten neu und ist die
leistungsfähigste Kampfflugzeug, um die Herausforderungen
der Schweizer Luftverteidigung für die nächsten 50 Jahre und
darüber hinaus zu meistern.

Luftpolizeidienst

Luftverteidigung
0101010101010101010101010101010
0101010101010101010101010101010
0101010101010101010101010101010

Luftaufklärung

Luftverteidigung

Die F-35A: Das fortschrittlichste Kampfflugzeug der Welt
Die konventionell startende F-35A ist für den Betrieb von traditionellen Flugplätzen konzipiert. Das Kampfflugzeug
der 5. Generation ist ein agiles, vielseitiges, leistungsstarkes Mehrzweckkampflugzeug welches Belastungen bis zu
9g aushält. Es kombiniert VLO (Very Low Observable) - oder Tarnkappentechnologie -, Sensorfusion und beispiellose
Lagebilderkennung (situational awareness).
Mach

1.6

Überschallgeschwindigkeit und grosse
Reichweite

Tarnkappenfähigkeit
Die äussere Form der F-35, die reduzierte Triebwerksignatur, der interne Transport von Waffen
und Treibstoff sowie die vollständig integrierten Sensoren tragen alle zur geringen Entdeckbarkeit
bei. Die F-35 wurde vom ersten Entwicklungstag an mit VLO-Merkmalen konstruiert und vereint
unübertroffene Fähigkeiten in den Bereichen Luftpolizeidienst wie auch Luftaufklärung.

Das Pratt & Whitney F135 ist das fortschrittlichste und
leistungsstärkste Jagdflugzeugtriebwerk der Welt mit 40.000 lbs
Schub. Dieses leistungsstarke Triebwerk treibt die F-35 an, um
eine Überschallgeschwindigkeit von Mach 1,6 bei voller Zuladung
an Waffen und Treibstoff zu erreichen. Die F-35 verfügt über eine
aussergewöhnliche Einsatzreichweite sowie Einsatzdauer - auch
bekannt als Verweildauer – welche es ihr ermöglicht Einsatzräume
abzudecken, welche kein anderes Kampfflugzeug erreicht, und
länger in der Luft zu bleiben als jedes andere Kampfflugzeug. .

Hochentwickelte Multispektralsensoren
Die F-35 verfügt über die fortschrittlichsten Multispektralsensoren aller bisher gebauten
Kampfflugzeuge, einschliesslich des Active Electronically Scanned Arrays (AESA)-Radars, des
360-Grad-Lagebilderkennungssystems (situational awareness; DAS), des elektrooptischen
Zielsystems (EOTS) sowie ein völlig neuartiges System für die elektronische Kriegsführung,
um feindliche Kräfte zu orten und zu verfolgen, gegnerische Radars zu stören, sowie Angriffe
erfolgreich abzuwehren.

Elektrohydrostatische
Steuerflächen

360˚

Die F-35 ist einzigartig, da sie das erste
Kampfflugzeug ist, welches elektrohydrostatische Stellantriebe (EHAs) für
die primären Steuerflächen verwendet,
zu welchen das Ruder, das Seitenleitwerk
und die Steuerflächen gehören. Die
Steuerflächenantriebe verfügen zwar über
interne Hydrauliksysteme mit geschlossenem
Regelkreis, werden aber über elektrische
Signale gesteuert und angetrieben – und
nicht über hydraulische Leitungen - was
eine erhöhte Überlebensfähigkeit sowie ein
geringeres Risiko gewährleistet.

Vernetzte Operationsfähigkeit
Die F-35A dient als sichere Informations- und
Kommunikationsplattform, welche ihr Lagebild
mit anderen Luft- und Bodenmitteln teilen kann.
Die F-35 nutzt als Schnittstellen sowohl Link 16
wie auch den speziellen Multifunction Advanced
Data Link (MADL), um sich mit anderen Mitteln
im Einsatzverband zu verbinden und das Lagebild
(situational awareness) auszutauschen. Zusätzlich
zum klassischen Einsatz als Kampfflugzeug,
fungiert die F-35 als Kräftemultiplikator welcher
in der Lage ist, Daten im Einsatzraum zu
sammeln, zu analysieren und auszutauschen,
um so die Leistungsfähigkeit sämtlicher luft- und
bodengestützten Mittel zu verbessern.

0101010101010101010101
0100110101101011011010
1010100111010011101110
01011011101110111011101
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AESA
EOTS

DAS

Elektronisches
Kriegsführungssystem

Sensor-Fusion
Die Hochleistungs-Sensorfusion der F-35A
ermöglicht es Piloten, auf die Informationen
sämtlicher On-Board-Sensoren zurückzugreifen,
um ein einziges integriertes Lagebild des
Einsatzraumes zu erstellen, welches bei der
Wahrnehmung und Entscheidungsfindung einen
erheblichen Vorteil bietet.

Bewaffnung
Die F-35 trägt ihre maximale Waffenzuladung von 18’000
Pfund entweder vollständig intern (Tarnkappenmodus)
oder, wenn es die Bedrohung zulässt, auch extern. Die
F-35A ist die einzige Variante, welche über eine eingebaute
Bordkanone verfügt.

Helm
Der F-35 Helm nutzt die fortschrittlichsten Technologien weltweit.
Alle Informationen, die ein Pilot benötigt, um seine Mission zu
erfüllen – z.B. Fluggeschwindigkeit, Kurs, Höhe, Zielinformationen
und Warnungen - werden von innen auf das Visier des Helmes
projiziert und nicht mehr auf ein herkömmliches Head-up-Display.
Dieser Ansatz reduziert die Arbeitsbelastung des Piloten erheblich
und erhöht die Reaktionsfähigkeit des Piloten entscheidend.

LESERBRIEF ZO/AvU – REPLIK ZUR STELLUNGNAHME MARIONNA SCHLATTER,
GP-NATIONALRÄTIN: DER F-35 KAMPFJET: EIN FEHLENTSCHEID
F-35A – Das für unsere Luftwaffe bestgeeignete Kampfflugzeug mit grossem
Zukunftspotenzial!
Einmal mehr versucht Marionna Schlatter mit Argumenten, die den Sachverhalt
nicht vollständig offenlegen, den bundesrätlichen Entscheid zur Beschaffung
des amerikanischen Mehrzweckkampfflugzeug F-35A schlecht zu reden. Fakt
ist:
• Wir suchen nicht ein für den Luftpolizeidienst in Friedenszeiten
optimiertes Kampfflugzeug. Das vom Bundesrat abgesegnete
Pflichtenheft als Basis für unser Auswahlverfahren verlangt vom neuen
Kampfflugzeug Fähigkeiten im Bereiche Luftpolizeidienst,
Luftverteidigung, Aufklärung und Luftangriff zur Unterstützung unserer
Bodentruppen.
• Frau BR Viola Amherd führte in einem NZZ Interview vom 3. Mai 2021
aus, dass sie es nicht vertreten könnte, aus politischen Gründen ein
Flugzeug zu kaufen, das viel teurer oder viel schlechter sei als ein anderer
Mitwettbewerber. Ein solche Entscheidungsgrundlage ist zu begrüssen.
Der F-35 hat das Auswahlverfahren mit grossem Abstand gewonnen. Das
ist primär darauf zurückzuführen, dass es sich beim F-35 um ein Flugzeug
der 5. Generation mit einem beachtlichen Zukunftspotenzial weit über
2050 und einer grossen Nachfrage handelt.
• Erst kürzlich haben das Pentagon und Lockheed Martin als F-35Hersteller einen neuen Wartungsvertrag mit dem Ziel abgeschlossen, die
von Marionna Schlatter ins Feld geführten hohen Betriebskosten, in den
kommenden fünf Jahren, um weitere 40% zu reduzieren. Diese
Einsparungen sollen durch verbesserte Kosten und Geschwindigkeiten in
der Lieferkette, kontinuierliche Zuverlässigkeitsverbesserungen und eine
höhere Personaleffizienz bei der Bereitstellung von
Produktunterstützungslösungen für die wachsende, globale Flotte mit
einer aktuellen Verfügbarkeit von rund 70% erreicht werden.
• Marionne Schlatter vergisst, dass auch unsere beiden letzten
Kampfflugzeuge F-5E Tiger II und F/A-18 C/D Hornet, die es nun mit dem
F-35 bis 2030 abzulösen gilt, aus den USA stammen. Dabei durften wir

über alles gute Erfahrungen machen. Da solche Beschaffungen auf der
Basis von Regierungsvereinbarungen abgeschlossen werden, gibt es
keinen Grund anzunehmen, dass sich das bei einer Beschaffung des
F-35A ändern würde.
• Allein in Europa haben sich folgende Staaten für eine Beschaffung des
F-35 entschieden: Belgien, Dänemark, Grossbritannien, Italien, die
Niederlande, Norwegen und Polen. Ende 2021 werden sich mit sehr
grosser Wahrscheinlichkeit auch die Finnen als Ersatz für ihre veralteten
F/A-18C/D für den F-35 entscheiden. Weitere europäische Staaten
interessieren sich für eine entsprechende Beschaffung. Dazu zählen
Griechenland und auch Spanien. Damit ist bei einer Beschaffung des F-35
sichergestellt, dass es auch zu der von Marionna Schlatter so betonten
notwendigen «europäischen Zusammenarbeit» kommen wird. Zu Beginn
des Monats September 2021 sind im Übrigen auf 21 Flugplätzen rund um
die Welt bereits 690 F-35-Flugzeuge aller Versionen im Einsatz. Sie
akkumulierten bis heute über 430.000 Flugstunden!
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